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Abstract
Atomic-level modeling of materials provides fundamental insights into phase stability, structure and properties of crystalline defects,
and to physical mechanisms of many processes ranging from atomic diﬀusion to interface migration. This knowledge often serves as a
guide for the development of mesoscopic and macroscopic continuum models, with input parameters provided by atomistic models. This
paper gives an overview of the most recent developments in the area of atomistic modeling with emphasis on interfaces and their impact
on microstructure and properties of materials. Modern computer simulation methodologies are discussed and illustrated by several applications related to thermodynamic, kinetic and mechanical properties of materials. Existing challenges and future research directions in
this ﬁeld are outlined.
Ó 2009 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Over the past two decades, computer simulations based
on atomistic models have become a powerful tool for gaining fundamental knowledge of materials processes and
properties, and for providing input data for continuum
models and materials design [1,2]. The capabilities and
areas of application of such simulations continue to grow,
reinforced by the progress in modern computer technology
and the development of new simulation methods and
numerical algorithms. The goal of this paper is to review
recent advances in atomic-level materials modeling with
emphasis on interfaces and their impact on microstructure
and properties.
Any atomistic simulation starts with establishing a
model describing atomic interactions in the material of
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interest. The two main approaches currently used to this
end are: (i) ﬁrst-principles (ab initio) methods based on a
quantum-mechanical treatment of electrons and (ii) classical interatomic potentials. The advantage of ﬁrst-principles
calculations, in addition to being accurate and having
strong physical underpinnings, is the ability to treat both
pure elements and multicomponent systems with a comparable amount of computational eﬀort. This advantage
greatly facilitates the exploration of chemical eﬀects on
materials properties. At the same time, the numerical complexity and N 3 scaling of ﬁrst-principles methods make
them computationally demanding. With today’s computers, the largest systems that can be relaxed statically contain a few hundred atoms. Ab initio molecular dynamics
(MD) can be run for times on the order of tens of picoseconds; to put this number in perspective, a typical period of
atomic vibrations in solids is 0.1 ps. Despite these limitations, even calculations within this small domain of sizes
and times often provide invaluable insights into the physics
of many materials processes.
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List of abbreviations
ACI
amorphous-crystal interface
ADP angular-dependent potential
BOP
bond-order potential
CALPHAD calculation of phase diagrams
CE
cluster expansion
CPA
coherent-potential approximation
CSL
coincident site lattice
DDD discrete dislocations dynamics
DFT density functional theory
DFPT density functional perturbation theory
EAM embedded-atom method
FE-NEB free-end nudged elastic band
FS
Finnis–Sinclair
GB
grain boundary

There are other processes and properties, however, that
are presently inaccessible by ﬁrst-principles methods and
are likely to remain so for years to come. For example,
some aspects of plastic deformation and fracture, multicomponent diﬀusion, melting, crystallization and other
phase transformations (including phase nucleation and
growth) involve large ensembles of atoms and/or require
statistical averaging over many atomic events. The intrinsic
length and time scales of these processes are simply beyond
the spatiotemporal domain currently accessible by ﬁrstprinciples methods. Computer modeling of such processes
is made possible by the use of semi-empirical interatomic
potentials. Potential-based methods permit fast calculations of the system energy and classical interatomic forces,
and give access to systems containing millions of atoms.
They enable MD simulations to run for tens or even hundreds of nanoseconds, and allow Monte Carlo (MC) runs
for millions of trial moves per atom. Even these capabilities
often prove to be too restrictive, and new approaches seeking to further expand the length and time scales of the
regular MD and MC methods are being actively pursued
[3–9].
This paper has the following structure. After reviewing
the ﬁrst-principles methods (Section 2), we discuss in detail
the current status in the development of interatomic potentials (Section 3). The latter topic is especially important
because many simulation results reported in the literature
are, in eﬀect, as reliable as the potentials are. Section 4
gives a brief overview of the most common atomistic simulation methods and computer codes. The rest of the paper
is devoted to examples of recent applications of atomistic
methods, ranging from interface structure and thermodynamics to mechanical properties and interface migration.
Clearly it is impossible to cover all applications in one article. Although our selection of the topics was admittedly
inﬂuenced by our own interests and expertise, our main
goal was to highlight several areas in which signiﬁcant pro-

GGA generalized gradient approximation
GSF
generalized stacking fault
HF
Hartree–Fock
HRTEM high-resolution transmission electron microscopy
KMC kinetic Monte Carlo
LDA local density approximation
MC
Monte Carlo
MEAM modiﬁed embedded-atom method
MD
molecular dynamics
NEB nudged elastic band
TEM transmission electron microscopy
TST
transition state theory
VASP Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package

gress has recently been achieved and where further active
developments can be expected in the near future. Given
that the selected applications are centered around interfaces, microstructure and mechanical behavior, it is not
surprising that a certain preference is given to potentialbased simulations vs. ﬁrst-principles calculations. Whenever possible, we discuss how atomistic information can
be passed to larger-scale simulations methods, such as
phase-ﬁeld modeling [10] and ﬁnite-element calculations
[11]. These continuum approaches are reviewed in other
papers of this cluster [10,11].
Because of the space limitation, our discussion will be
focused on work published over the past approximately
15 years. The interested reader is referred to earlier literature, especially to the Sutton and Balluﬃ book [12], for a
broad overview of the developments before 1995. Furthermore, we had to focus the discussion on metallic materials,
and regard ceramics, semiconductors, polymers and other
important classes of materials as lying beyond the scope
of the paper. We conclude the paper (Section 10) by pointing to a few research directions where future breakthroughs
are likely to occur due to developments of new methods or
extension to new applications.
2. First-principles calculations
2.1. Methods, computer codes and perspectives
First-principles calculations (in the context of atomistic
modeling) solve the electronic-structure problem in order
to obtain the Born–Oppenheimer energy surface U ðr1 ;
r2 ; . . . ; rN Þ, where fr1 ; r2 ; . . . ; rN g are the nuclear positions
[2]. The Born–Oppenheimer approximation decouples the
electronic degrees of freedom from the nuclear degrees of
freedom, due to a large mass ratio between the nuclei
and electrons. The electron problem is inherently quantum-mechanical. U ðr1 ; r2 ; . . . ; rN Þ includes the electron
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kinetic energy, electron–electron, electron–nucleus and
nucleus–nucleus potential energies, but not the nuclear
kinetic energy. Also, most ab initio calculations employing
the basic density functional theory (DFT) [13,14] assume
the electronic conﬁguration to be in an instantaneous
ground state for each nuclear conﬁguration. It is also possible to investigate excited electronic states and their eﬀects
on nuclei dynamics, using ﬁrst-principles methods such as
the time-dependent DFT [15]. Such problems can arise in
materials science in the interaction of light with matter
and transport, e.g. in exciton and polaron dynamics [16].
If U ðr1 ; r2 ; . . . ; rN Þ is computed on-the-ﬂy to drive Newtonian dynamics for the nuclei, it is called ﬁrst-principles
MD [17–19]. For light-mass nuclei such as hydrogen, sometimes even the nucleus dynamics need to be treated quantum-mechanically [20,21]. None of the ﬁrst-principles
methods solve the electron/nuclei problem exactly: they
are all based on various layers of approximations. However, these approximations have rigorous quantitative
foundations and are at least nominally improvable systematically. The accuracy of the approximations is often quite
good, and sometimes excellent, within its range of validity
and computability for practical applications. The philosophy of ab initio calculations is striving to make quantitative
predictions using only the Planck constant, electron mass,
nuclear charge and other universal constants at a quantum-mechanical level, with an expressed goal of approaching chemical accuracy.
For extended systems, especially metals, the Kohn–
Sham DFT [14] is the tool of choice. Their procedure maps
a many-interacting-electrons system, with a many-body
wavefunction Wðr1 ; r2 ; . . . ; rM Þ, to a unique non-interacting-electrons system fw1 ðrÞ; w2 ðrÞ; . . . ; wM ðrÞg with the
same electron density, where the wi ðrÞs are single-electron
wavefunctions and M is the number of electrons. The
beauty of this mapping is that the kinetic energy of the reference non-interacting-electrons system largely captures
the nonlocal component of U. Also, the availability of
fw1 ðrÞ; w2 ðrÞ; . . . ; wM ðrÞg allows one to deﬁne the so-called
exchange interaction in reference to the well-known Hartree–Fock (HF) formalism [22], and the residual is deﬁned
as the correlation energy. Thus, by deﬁnition, a HF calculation has 100% exchange energy but 0% correlation
energy.
The key ingredients of DFT calculations are (i) density
functionals, (ii) basis functions and (iii) treatment of core
electrons. The best-known density functionals include the
local density approximation (LDA) [23–25], the PW91 generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [26,27], the PBE
GGA [28,29] and hybrid functionals, such as B3LYP [30],
in which the exact HF exchange energy is mixed with
LDA/GGA approximants. Developing physically based,
accurate and easy-to-compute electron density functionals
is a very active ﬁeld of research in the physics and chemistry communities [31].
For the basis functions, the planewave basis has an algorithmic simplicity and continuously tunable precision, and
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therefore is a very popular choice adopted in the Vienna
Ab Initio Simulation Package (VASP) [32,33], ABINIT
[34], PWscf [35], Dacapo [36], Quantumespresso [37] and
other packages. Augmented planewave codes such as
WIEN2k [38] and the muﬃn-tin orbital basis are also quite
popular. The Gaussian basis is used in quantum chemistry
packages such as GAUSSIAN [39], GAMESS [40],
NWChem [41] and Q-Chem [42], as well as entirely DFT
packages such as SIESTA [43] and FIREBALL [44].
Finally, the so-called real-space DFT methods based on
ﬁnite diﬀerences or ﬁnite elements are also under active
development [45–47].
In the so-called all-electron DFT calculations, all electrons are treated in the same framework, which obviously
makes the calculations computationally demanding. Since
the core electrons of atoms often do not participate in
bonding, pseudopotentials are constructed to mimic the
eﬀect of core electrons on valence electrons. The pseudopotentials are typically linearly additive, nonlocal
quantum-mechanical operators, ﬁtted to isolated-atom
full-electron wavefunctions. These pseudopotentials for
electrons surrounding a collection of “pseudoatoms” tend
to be much more transferable than empirical interatomic
potentials are. The main idea behind a nonlocal pseudopotential is a mapping of the actual valence electron
~
wavefunction wðrÞ to a pseudowavefunction wðrÞ,
where
~
wðrÞ
is smoother and requires fewer planewaves to represent. The so-called norm-conserving pseudopotentials [48]
preserve the net electron charge inside and outside an
artiﬁcial radial cutoﬀ. These are quite accurate, but can
require a large number of planewaves to converge for
many elements (e.g. carbon, oxygen, 3d metals and f-electron systems). The so-called ultrasoft pseudopotentials
[49,50] and the projector augmented-wave method [51]
drastically improve computational eﬃciency without
sacriﬁcing much accuracy and transferability for these
elements.
First-order derivatives of U ðr1 ; r2 ; . . . ; rN Þ, such as forces
and the stress tensor, can be calculated analytically [52] by
taking the inner product of certain operators between the
present wavefunctions fw1 ðrÞ; w2 ðrÞ; . . . ; wM ðrÞg only.
These are in fact special cases of the general linear response
theory (density functional perturbation theory, DFPT), in
which one imagines an arbitrary perturbation in the DFT
calculation and analytically derives closed-form expressions for the response. DFPT has been used to calculate
phonon frequencies with great success [53]. Lattice constants, stresses (which lead to elastic moduli) and phonon
frequencies are important quantities since they can be compared with experimental results and can serve to validate
the accuracy of ab initio methodologies [54–56].
2.2. Application to compositionally disordered materials
First-principles calculations for compositionally disordered materials are commonly performed within the framework of the cluster-expansion (CE) formalism [57–66]. In
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this approach, the energy for a given conﬁguration of
atomic species on an underlying parent lattice (e.g. facecentered cubic (fcc), body-centered cubic (bcc) or hexagonal close-packed (hcp)) is parameterized in terms of pair
and multibody cluster interactions. These cluster interactions are computed either within the framework of structure-inversion methods [58,60,62,66], involving ﬁtting the
CE to energies of periodic ordered structures, or by techniques based on the coherent-potential approximation
(CPA) theory for the electronic structure of a random alloy
[64,67–70]. Once a converged CE has been derived, it can
be coupled with direct enumeration techniques to determine the energetically preferred atomic arrangements on
the given lattice [59,60,63]. Further, by employing CEs in
MC simulations or cluster-variation method calculations,
enthalpies and entropies of mixing and phase boundaries
on phase diagrams can be computed (see e.g. Ref. [59,63]
and references therein).
For many alloy systems it has been found that, in order to
obtain good agreement with experimental measurements, it
is necessary to account for non-conﬁgurational contributions to mixing free energies, arising from electronic
[63,64,71] and vibrational excitations [63,64,72,73]. For solid
solutions, in systems where short-range order can be
neglected, computationally less demanding approaches for
calculating the energetics of random alloys involve the use
of the CPA [67,68,70] or special quasi-random structures
[74–78], which are ordered structures designed to have correlation functions approximating those of a disordered alloy.
Applications of the CE and related formalisms have
been recently reviewed [59,63,64], and for many alloy systems impressive agreement with experimental measurements has been demonstrated. Active research continues
in further development of such techniques to address a
number of outstanding challenges. Such challenges include
systems where long-range interactions arise due to size-mismatch-related elastic relaxations [79–81], where the electronic structure displays strong variations with atomic
conﬁgurations [58,64], and where crystal structures are
mechanically unstable over a range of compositions
[78,82–84]. Extensions of the CE formalism are also being
actively pursued for applications to inhomogeneous systems, including surfaces [85–88], to calculations of tensorial
quantities [65,89] and to the modeling of diﬀusion in nondilute systems [90,91].
While the CE methods described above have been used
extensively in calculations for binary and some ternary
systems, their computational demands grow rapidly with
increasing number of components, and they remain
intractable in direct applications to commercial multicomponent alloys. Hence, in the context of alloy design,
ﬁrst-principles thermodynamic and kinetic methods are
often combined with CALPHAD (calculation of phase
diagrams) approaches [92,93] to model complex multicomponent systems. In this approach, ﬁrst-principles methods
are employed to provide thermochemical and kinetic data,
or to augment experimental information in the develop-

ment of accurate thermodynamic and mobility databases.
Here a primary challenge lies in estimating the error in the
ﬁrst-principles calculations, in order to give them proper
weight in the construction of such databases [94]. Discussions of the strategies for coupling ﬁrst-principles and
CALPHAD methods, along with some illustrative examples, can be found in Refs. [63,94–98].
3. Interatomic potentials
3.1. Why do we need interatomic potentials?
Most atomistic simulations employ the MD and MC
methods implementing various statistical ensembles (Section 4). These methods require multiple evaluations of
the total potential energy of the system U and, in the case
of MD, the Newtonian forces Fi ¼ @U =@ri acting on individual atoms (ri being the vector giving the position of an
atom i). As discussed in Section 2.1, the most accurate calculations of energies and forces are made by ﬁrst-principles
methods based on quantum-mechanical treatment of electrons. However, there are many physical processes whose
natural length and time scales lie way outside the domain
currently accessible by ﬁrst-principles methods. Access to
them is aﬀorded by semi-empirical interatomic potentials
[99].
Interatomic potentials parameterize the conﬁguration
space of the material and express U as a relatively simple
function of all atomic positions (conﬁguration point).
The forces are then computed (usually, analytically) as
coordinate derivatives of U. This computation of U and
Fi is a simple and very fast numerical procedure with an
order-N scaling. It does not involve any quantum-mechanical calculations, although they are often used during the
development of potentials. The potential functions contain
ﬁtting parameters, which are adjusted to reproduce selected
properties of the material known from experiment and/or
ﬁrst-principles calculations. Once the ﬁtting process is complete, the parameters are ﬁxed once and for all and the
potential is used in all simulations of the given material.
The underlying assumption is that a potential which gives
accurate energies/forces on conﬁguration points used during the ﬁt will also give reasonable results for conﬁgurations between and beyond those points. This property of
potentials is referred to as “transferability” and is the most
adequate measure of their quality.
Clearly, interatomic potentials can never be as accurate
as ﬁrst-principles calculations. However, computational
speeds are limited, while many processes occur on large,
and often multiple, length and time scales. It is often more
useful to have an approximate answer for a process on its
natural scale and at realistic temperatures than to rely on
very accurate numbers for small models computed at
0 K. Despite the increasing eﬃciency of ﬁrst-principles
methods, there will always be a need to push the length
and time scales of simulations even further, or to extend
them to more complex systems.
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3.2. The embedded-atom method
Empirical potentials have been used for materials modeling for several decades. Early work was based on simple
pair potentials, such as the Lennard–Jones and Morse
forms. Despite the oversimpliﬁcation of atomic bonding,
pair potentials have been very useful for producing valuable insights into materials behavior on the atomic level.
Many of the early results obtained with pair potentials
have proved to be fundamentally correct despite later
reﬁnements of the numerical values. Pair potentials continue to be employed today for fundamental studies of generic properties of materials. However, they are hardly
capable of making quantitative predictions and in many
cases can be wrong even qualitatively.
Presently, the most widely used potential format for
metallic systems is given by the Finnis–Sinclair (FS)
method [100] and the embedded atom method (EAM)
[101]. Although initially derived from diﬀerent physical
approaches (DFT [101,102] and second-moment tight
binding [100,103]), the two potential forms are similar.
The choice of the potential format is usually dictated by
tradition (e.g. most American groups prefer EAM while
many European groups favor FS) rather than accuracy
or any other advantages. The capabilities and limitations,
as well as the potential generation procedures, are common
to both potentials and will be discussed here using EAM as
an example.
In EAM, U is postulated in the form
U¼

X
1 X
Usi sj ðrij Þ þ
F si ðqi Þ;
2 i;jðj–iÞ
i

ð1Þ

where the ﬁrst term is the sum of pair interactions, Usi sj ðrij Þ
is the pair-interaction potential between atom i (of chemical identity si ) and atom j (of chemical identity sj ), and
F si represents the embedding energy of atom i in the host
i induced at site i by all other atoms.
electron density q
The host electron density is given by [101]
X
qsj ðrij Þ;
ð2Þ
qi ¼
j–i

where qsj ðrÞ is the electron density function assigned to
 i is given by a sum of
atom j. For an FS potential [100], q
additional pairwise functions similar to the ﬁrst term in
Eq. (1). The second term in Eq. (1) represents, in an approximate manner, the many-body interactions responsible for a
signiﬁcant part of bonding in metals. The form of the
embedding function is arbitrary in EAM but is postulated
i in the FS method.
to be the negative of the square root of q
An EAM description of an elemental metal is given by
three functions: UðrÞ; qðrÞ and F ðqÞ. A binary system A–
B is represented by seven functions UAA ðrÞ; UAB ðrÞ; UBB ðrÞ;
qÞ and F B ð
qÞ. If potential functions for
qA ðrÞ; qB ðrÞ; F A ð
two metals A and B are available, only the cross-interaction potential UAB ðrÞ is needed for a full description of
the binary system. The advantage of this approach is that
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each element is represented by the same set of functions
both in its pure state and in all alloys and compounds
involving that element. A complete EAM description of
an n-component system requires nðn þ 1Þ=2 pair interaction functions Uss0 ðrÞ, n electron density functions qs ðrÞ
qÞ ðs ¼ 1; . . . ; nÞ. All these
and n embedding functions F s ð
functions can be subject to certain mathematical transformations (called invariant transformations) that do not
change the energy or forces calculated with the potential
[99,102]. (The ﬁxed square-root form of the embedding
function and the form of the host electron density in the
FS method preclude most of the invariant transformations.) The pair-interaction and electron-density functions
together with several derivatives are truncated to zero at
a cutoﬀ distance rc covering 3–5 coordination shells.
EAM functions are traditionally deﬁned by analytical
expressions with several adjustable parameters, although
some authors prefer cubic splines or a set of basis
functions.
In the EAM formalism, it is straightforward to derive
analytical expressions for interatomic forces, elastic constants, the dynamical matrix, the mechanical stress tensor,
unrelaxed vacancy formation energy, surface energies for
diﬀerent crystal orientations and a number of other properties [99]. Because such expressions include only the potential functions and their ﬁrst and second derivatives, they
can be easily coded into simulation programs and used
for fast calculations of these properties.
EAM and FS potentials currently serve as the main
workhorse for atomistic simulations of metallic materials.
They have been applied to simulations of interfaces, dislocations, fracture, diﬀusion, structural transformations,
solidiﬁcation and melting, and many other processes. Over
the past two decades, these potential forms have produced
an excellent record of delivering reasonable values of elastic
moduli, phonon dispersion relations, thermal expansion,
melting properties, stacking fault energies, vacancy formation and migration energies, surface energies, surface relaxations and reconstructions, and many other properties of
metals. For binary systems, experimental heats of formation and other properties of ordered compounds can be
reproduced with reasonable accuracy. For some binary systems, even basic features of the phase diagrams can be
reproduced without ﬁtting to experimental thermodynamic
data [104,105] (see the example in Fig. 1).
EAM and FS potentials are available for a large number
of elemental metals as well as binary systems. Some of them
have been successfully tested for a wide range of properties
and are widely used, such as the potentials for Al [106–108],
Ni [106,108,109], Cu [109,110], Au [109], Fe [111] and Ni–Al
[104,112]. A useful repository of potentials can be found at
the NIST website, http://www.ctcms.nist.gov/potentials/.
Some potentials accurately reproduce only speciﬁc properties of the material but perform poorly on other properties,
making them useful for only certain types of applications.
Several potentials have been proposed for ternary systems
(see e.g. [113–115]). Unfortunately, the quality of ternary
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Fig. 1. Phase diagrams of the (a) Ni–Al [104] and (b) Cu–Ag [105] systems calculated with EAM potentials (points). In (a) the lines show the experimental
diagram; in (b) the lines simply connect the calculated points and serve as a guide to the eye.

potentials remains far from the level currently achieved for
pure metals and binary alloys.
One of the challenges in EAM and FS simulations is the
lack of ﬂexibility in addressing chemical eﬀects. Each time a
new solute B should be added to a metal A to examine its
eﬀect on a particular property, a new binary potential A–B
must be constructed (unless it already exists). The construction of an accurate binary potential is a highly demanding
task. This explains why a common strategy in this ﬁeld is to
generate new potentials that are not only accurate but also
“universal”, i.e. applicable to a wide range of simulations
reaching beyond the particular problem that motivated
the eﬀort. Although ad hoc potentials applicable to only
one particular type of simulations abound in the literature,
they make little impact on the ﬁeld.
3.3. Potential generation procedures
The choice of the ﬁtting database is a critical step that
aﬀects the accuracy and reliability of new potentials.
While early potentials were ﬁt to a few experimental
numbers, the current trend is to include both experimental
information and a large amount of ﬁrst-principles data
[104,105,107,108,110,112,116–120]. In fact, some of the
recent potentials have been ﬁt predominantly to ﬁrst-principles data, essentially making them a parameterization of
ﬁrst-principles calculations. The incorporation of ﬁrstprinciples information can drastically improve the reliability of potentials by sampling larger areas of conﬁguration
space and including conﬁgurations far away from regions
represented by experimental data. Typical experimental
properties used for potential ﬁtting include the cohesive
energy E0 , lattice parameter a0 , elastic constants cij ,
vacancy formation energy and often the stacking fault
energy.
First-principles information is usually included in the
form of energy-volume functions (binding relations) for

the ground-state structure and several hypothetical alternate structures of the same metal. For binary systems,
binding relations for a number of ordered compounds with
diﬀerent crystal structures and stoichiometries can be
included [104,105,112,116,118,121], often covering the full
composition range. Such compounds may or may not exist
on the experimental phase diagrams. Their only role is to
sample diﬀerent local environments and atomic volumes
of the material, including highly non-equilibrium conﬁgurations that may occur during atomistic simulations.
In addition to crystal structures, ﬁrst-principles energies
along homogeneous deformation paths are sometimes
included, such as the tetragonal deformation path between
fcc and bcc structures (the Bain path) or the trigonal deformation path fcc–simple-cubic–bcc (Fig. 2). Another example is the aﬃne shear deformation along a twinning path
returning, for example, the fcc structure back to itself but
with a twin orientation. An alternative approach is to ﬁt
potentials to ﬁrst-principles forces drawn from snapshots
of ab initio MD simulations for solid and liquid phases
(the force-matching method) [107].
The ﬁtting parameters of potentials are optimized by
minimizing the weighted mean-squared deviation of properties from their target values. The weights oﬀer a powerful tool for controlling the priority of some properties
over others. In recent years, optimization algorithms have
been proposed that seek to avoid overﬁtting or underﬁtting of the database [108,122]. Rigorous statistical methods have been applied [123], and even approaches based
on neural networks [124,125] and genetic algorithms
[126,127] have been proposed. A portable computer software has been developed [128] to improve the eﬃciency of
the ﬁtting process. Nevertheless, the construction of highquality potentials remains something of an art [129].
Indeed, many of the target properties can be only determined by actual simulations (e.g. temperatures of phase
transformations) and can hardly be included in the ﬁt
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Fig. 2. Energy along (a) the Bain path and (b) the trigonal deformation path of Al obtained by ﬁrst-principles calculations (points) and predicted by an
EAM potential (curves) [108]. The arrows indicate the c/a ratios and trigonal angles corresponding to the fcc, bcc and simple cubic structures. The volume
is ﬁxed at the equilibrium fcc value.

directly. Many properties can be “ﬁtted” only indirectly,
i.e. by making smart choices of representative atomic conﬁgurations, taking advantage of known correlations
between diﬀerent physical properties, or even relying on
(often mysterious) correlations between certain features
of potential functions (wiggles, humps and bumps) and
particular physical properties.
Eﬃcient ﬁtting strategies for ternary or higher-order
potentials have not been developed. For a ternary system,
a simultaneous ﬁt of all 12 functions of an EAM potential
would probably be impractical – not to mention higherorder systems. A more promising approach could be to create a set of independent binary potentials (A–B, B–C, A–C,
etc.), which together describe all interactions in the multicomponent system A–B–C, etc. There is a risk, however,
that properties of multicomponent compounds may not
come out reasonable without a direct ﬁt. In addition, if
the invariant transformation parameters of an EAM potential have been optimized for two binaries, they cannot be
used for ﬁtting a third one; thus, the quality of the obtained
multicomponent potential might depend on the order in
which the constituent binaries are created. In principle,
the invariant transformation parameters of all binaries
can be optimized simultaneously, but this approach has
not been explored.
3.4. Other types of potentials
EAM and FS potentials work best for simple and noble
metals and are less accurate for transition metals, reﬂecting
one of their intrinsic limitations (these are central-force
models that cannot capture the covalent component of
bonding due to d-electrons). Hcp metals also present a
challenge to EAM. Several attempts have been made to
address these limitations by generalizing the functional
forms of the EAM and FS methods.

In the modiﬁed EAM (MEAM) [130–133], the electron
density assigned to atoms is treated as a tensor and the host
i is expressed as a function of tensor
electron density q
ðkÞ
(k ¼ 0; 1; 2; 3) of several orders. Based on
invariants q
i
symmetry considerations, these invariants may be interpreted as representing the s, p, d and f electronic orbitals,
although there is no direct link to the actual electronic
structure of the material. MEAM also introduces a
many-body “screening” procedure and limits all interactions to one or two coordination shells. Computationally,
MEAM is slower than regular EAM but can be more accurate for transition metals. MEAM potentials have been
constructed for a number of fcc [134–136], hcp [137,138]
and bcc [132,139] metals, as well as a few binary systems
[140–144]. Even potentials for strongly covalent elements
such as C [145], Si [130,131] and Ge [131] have been proposed, along with potentials for metal–nonmetal systems
such as Fe–C [146], Fe–H [147], Ti–C and Ti–N [148].
The recently proposed angular-dependent potential
(ADP) method [118,119,149] introduces non-central interactions by postulating the energy in the form
U¼

X
1 X
1 X  a 2 1
Usi sj ðrij Þ þ
F si ðqi Þ þ
li þ
2 i;jðj–iÞ
2 i;a
2
i


X
i;a;b

kab
i

2



1X 2
m;
6 i i

ð3Þ

where the Greek superscripts refer to Cartesian directions.
The ﬁrst two terms constitute the regular EAM format.
The non-central character of bonding is captured by the
three additional terms, which are invariants of the dipole
vectors
X
usi sj ðrij Þraij
ð4Þ
lai ¼
j–i

and quadrupole tensors
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X

wsi sj ðrij Þraij rbij ;

ð5Þ

4. Methods of atomistic simulations

j–i

mi being the trace of kab
i :
X aa
mi ¼
ki :

ð6Þ

a

These expressions introduce two additional pairwise functions, uss0 ðrÞ and wss0 ðrÞ, and with them some additional ﬁtting ﬂexibility. The additional terms depend on angles
between interatomic bonds and directly penalize the total
energy for deviations of atomic environments from cubic
symmetry. They contribute to U when a cubic crystal is
subject to non-hydrostatic strains, thus aﬀecting the elastic
constants. They also contribute to formation energies of
ordered compounds with such common structures as
L10 , L11 and L12 . The angular terms tend to increase
the energy of lattice defects (areas of broken symmetry),
leading to higher surface energies and more accurate vacancy migration barriers. The angular-dependent corrections can be especially important in chemically disordered
alloys, amorphous solids and liquids.
The ADP method is based on essentially the same physical assumptions as MEAM but is somewhat simpler and
computationally more eﬃcient. While MEAM introduces
the same tensor invariants through the electron density,
ADP adds them directly to U. In addition, the many-body
screening procedure of MEAM is replaced by a smooth
cutoﬀ including 4–6 coordination shells. The ADP method
is similar to but more general than the embedded-defect
method proposed by Pasianot et al. [150]. The recently
developed Au potential [151] is based on a similar angular-dependent format. ADP potentials have been constructed for the Fe–Ni [118] and Cu–Ta [149] systems.
Among other proposed improvements of EAM, Webb
and Grest [152] introduced a gradient correction to the host
electron density, bjrqi j2 (b being an adjustable parameter),
and were able to improve the agreement with experiment
for liquid/vapor interface free energies of fcc metals. More
recently, Wu et al. [153] have demonstrated an improvement in transferability by reﬁtting the existing Voter and
Chen EAM Al potential [106] with a gradient correction.
Some progress has been achieved in incorporating the magnetic energy in semi-empirical potentials for iron [154–156].
A number of potentials have been developed for
strongly covalent and ionic solids [129,157–161], but are
not discussed here. Many of them rely on sophisticated
functional forms intended to capture environment-dependent interactions, bond breaking/forming terms, bondangle penalties and other eﬀects. While probably not
directly applicable to metallic systems, they could inspire
new ideas for improved metallic potentials. In fact, Mueller
et al. [162] have recently constructed an analytical bondorder potential (BOP) for Fe and were able to reproduce
a variety of bulk, defect and surface properties of both
the bcc and fcc phases, as well as the fcc–bcc transition
temperature. Further comments on BOPs and their applications can be found in Section 10.

Atomistic simulation is the oﬀspring of the atomic
worldview of Democritus–Boltzmann married to modern
computing technology. It uses discrete nuclear positions
r3N  fr1 ; r2 ; . . . ; rN g as degrees of freedom to represent
behavior of materials. Typically a potential energy function
U ðr3N Þ is assigned (see Sections 2 and 3) that depends on
the chemical types of the atoms. Then some dynamics (in
the broad sense) is run in the computer based on U ðr3N Þ,
to generate new r3N ðtÞ labeled by t, which can be a continuous time or an integer progress variable. The r3N ðtÞ samples or trajectories with associated energies and forces are
then processed to represent some characteristic structural,
energetic or dynamical features of a material.
The simplest dynamics to follow is that of Newton:
mi r€i ¼ @U =@ri , in which case we run MD computer simulations [163–165]. However, other “ﬁctitious dynamics”,
such as viscous steepest descent (r_i ¼ m@U =@ri ) or conjugate-gradient energy minimization, or stochastic dynamics,
such as Langevin dynamics or MC, can also be simulated,
driven by the same U ðr3N Þ [166–170]. The point of doing
“ﬁctitious” dynamics rather than “real” dynamics in the
computer is that they can be computationally more eﬃcient
for investigations of certain aspects of a physical problem.
Because atomistic simulations share the same discrete-atom
worldview as classical chemical kinetics and statistical
mechanics, simulation methods are often deeply rooted in
analytical formulations developed in those ﬁelds. An eﬀective simulation is often due to a conceptual insight, as well
as algorithmic advances. For instance, the concept of inherent structures [171] in liquids and their mapping [172,173]
have greatly facilitated the understanding of supercooled
liquids and the glass transition. In solids, vibrational normal
mode analysis of atoms can be used to characterize structural stability [169] and estimate free energy [174,175]. Lattice dynamics calculations of phonon spectra [176] and the
vibrational density of states [177] can provide much needed
insight beyond plain MD trajectories, and can even correct
for certain quantum eﬀects [178,179].
Like MD, MC simulations oﬀer a way to sample the
energy landscape. Two important developments in MC
approaches have been the umbrella sampling [168,180–
183], which improves the sampling eﬃciency, and the
Wang–Landau algorithm for computing the density of
states [184]. The atoms can be on-lattice (diﬀerent chemical
types or vacancies/interstitials move on a lattice) or oﬀ-lattice, and can also be added or extracted from the simulation (grand canonical MC). Instead of sampling
equilibrium ﬂuctuations, kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations [185–188] sample saddle-point transitions on the
potential energy landscape according to transition-state
theory (TST) [189] in order to model rate phenomena in
non-equilibrium systems. The KMC algorithm can also
be applied to model the dynamics of discrete defects such
as dislocation segments [190] or shear transformation zones
[191] at the mesoscale.
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The time scale accessible to direct MD simulations is
constrained by the necessity to temporally resolve the highest-frequency vibrations in the atomic system. On the other
hand, according to the TST expression R ¼ m expðQ=k B T Þ,
the success rate R of a thermally activated event can be
much smaller than the physical attempt frequency m, if the
activation energy Q  k B T [192,193] (k B is the Boltzmann
factor). Therefore, for such rare-event problems, a direct
MD simulation is not the best approach. To overcome the
time-scale limitation, one can compute Q and m directly
using saddle-point search methods such as the nudged elastic band (NEB) [194–198] or the Dimer [199] methods. For
stress-driven events where the ﬁnal free-energy minimum
may be much further away from the saddle than the initial
minimum, a modiﬁcation to the NEB method called the
free-end NEB was developed [200,201], which allows for
more eﬃcient sampling of the minimum energy path around
the saddle. Other methods to accelerate simulations of
sequential rare events [192] include activation-relaxation
[202], hyperdynamics [4], the bond-boost method
[203,204], metadynamics [205,206], parallel replica dynamics [5] and temperature-accelerated dynamics [6]. All these
methods aim to improve the eﬃciency of sampling rare
events while preserving the statistical characteristics in traversing the energy landscape.
Despite the conceptual and algorithmic advances in
atomistic simulations mentioned above, the large-scale
“brute-force” MD simulation is still needed in many cases,
especially in situations involving transient dynamics (such
as shocks) and complex phase changes/geometries and
loading conditions [207–211]. Software such as LAMMPS
[212], IMD [213] and DL_POLY [214] are publicly available to perform large-scale MD simulations on parallel
platforms.
5. Equilibrium properties of interfaces
5.1. Grain boundary structure
Grain boundaries (GBs), i.e. interfaces between diﬀerently oriented crystals of the same material, are critical
for many properties of materials [12]. The computer modeling of GBs has been mostly focused on symmetrical
boundaries, i.e. boundaries which possess mirror symmetry of crystallographic planes and directions across the
boundary plane [12,215]. Asymmetrical boundaries have
also been studied [12,216] but not as extensively as symmetrical ones. It is known, however, that most GBs in
real polycrystalline materials are asymmetrical [217–219].
In fact, they are often curved and sample a range of different asymmetrical planes. Unfortunately, the current
understanding of atomic structure, energies c and
mechanical properties of asymmetrical GBs remains
rather limited. Recent experimental work [220–226] and
atomistic simulations [227–235] have revealed a rich variety of their structures, structural transformations, dissoci-
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ation reactions, faceting transitions and other interesting
properties. Our discussion will focus on asymmetrical
boundaries as they are likely to attract much attention
in the future as simulations extend to more realistic polycrystalline systems.
In a recent study [234], the energies and equilibrium
atomic structures of asymmetrical R11 [1 1 0] tilt GBs
(h ¼ 50:479 around the [1 1 0] axis) in Cu have been computed over the entire range of inclination angles a (R is the
reciprocal density of coincident sites). The two well-known
symmetrical boundaries of this family occur on the crystal
1 3Þ ða ¼ 90 ;
planes ð3 
3
2Þ ða ¼ 0; c ¼ 0:702 J=m2 Þ and ð1 
2
c ¼ 0:310 J=m Þ, with asymmetrical boundaries at intermediate inclinations. By crystal symmetry, this 90° angular
range covers all distinct GB structures of this family.
It was found that these boundaries dissociate into a lowangle GB formed by Shockley partial dislocations and a
high-angle non-R11 boundary. (The latter boundary is
not R11 because the local lattice misorientation near this
boundary deviates from the angle producing the R11 coincident site lattice (CSL), resulting in an incommensurate
(001)(111) plane-matching boundary [234].) The two product boundaries are separated by a layer of an fcc-based
long-period structure containing an array of intrinsic stacking faults. This dissociation can be considered as a generalization of the 9R-phase formation found previously by
simulations and high-resolution transmission electron
microscopy (HRTEM) at incoherent R3 twin boundaries
in fcc metals [220,236–238]. This dissociation with the formation of long-period structures is likely to be a generic
feature of all [1 1 0] tilt boundaries in fcc metals with low
stacking-fault energies.
The simulations have also revealed that asymmetrical
GBs tend to break into nanometer-scale facets. The facet
planes often correspond to a nearby symmetrical boundary with a low energy (Fig. 3a), but not always. For
example, the R11 [1 1 0] tilt GBs form facets that are not
R11 and do not even belong to any particular CSL [234]
(Fig. 3b).
The latter ﬁnding is important as it exposes a signiﬁcant
limitation of the CSL model for GBs. Indeed, the simulations [234] probed a trajectory in the ﬁve-dimensional space
of geometric parameters on which four angles were ﬁxed,
imposing a R11 CSL, whereas the inclination angle was
varied. The trajectory connected the two symmetrical
boundaries and sampled a series of asymmetrical orientations between them. The traditional CSL model prescribes
that the R11 misorientation should be preserved at each
point of the GB despite any changes in its local inclination.
Contrary to this, it was found [234] that all asymmetrical
GBs along this trajectory contained nanofacets of a GB
external to this trajectory. This external GB is an incommensurate, non-R boundary with a relatively low energy.
Thus, the asymmetrical GBs locally deviate away from
the macroscopically imposed CSL misorientation and
incorporate facets of a non-R boundary, which reduces
the total GB energy.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Atomic structure of selected R11 [1 1 0] asymmetrical grain boundaries with inclination angles (a) a ¼ 46:7 and (b) a ¼ 74:2 [234]. The structures
are viewed along the tilt axis [1 1 0], with the open and ﬁlled circles indicating atomic positions in alternate (2 2 0) planes. The gray arrow shows a facet with
the structure of the R11 [1 1 0] (1 1 3) symmetrical tilt boundary. The black arrows show facets with the structure of an incommensurate non-R11 boundary
with a (0 0 1)/(1 1 1) plane matching. The dashed lines indicate intrinsic stacking faults originating from the junctions of the nanofacets.

GB faceting is a generic phenomenon displayed by many
materials [12,216], in which an initially ﬂat boundary spontaneously develops a sawtooth proﬁle in a manner similar
to phase transitions [12,224,226,239–241]. The faceting
transition can lead to asymmetrical facets even if the average orientation of the boundary plane is symmetric, and
vice versa. Hamilton et al. [226] applied ﬁrst-principles,
EAM and continuum elasticity methods to study the faceting transition at a R3 (1 1 0) boundary in Al which had previously been observed by TEM [242]. They found that the
equilibrium facet size grew as the cross-sectional area of the
boundary increased, suggesting that ﬁnite-size facets were
unstable unless the boundary plane was conﬁned between
surfaces, triple junctions or other defects. Their work has
demonstrated a possible mechanism of the size eﬀect on
GB structures in conﬁned systems such as nanograined
materials, thin ﬁlms and nanowires/pillars. The ﬁnite-size
eﬀects have been further explored by the same group by
combining atomistic simulations with HRTEM observations on Au thin ﬁlms [243].
More recently, the facet stability problem has been revisited by examining three diﬀerent GBs in Al using two different EAM potentials [235]. The results suggest that the
R3 (1 1 0) faceting behavior reported in Ref. [226] presents
only one possible case. In other cases, ﬁnite-size facets were
found to be very stable and either did not grow during the
simulations or grew extremely slowly. This stability against
facet growth was explained by a high-energy barrier of
facet migration arising due to large GB stresses. This barrier can lead to very slow kinetics of facet migrations,
which is a necessary step of the coarsening process.
Another interesting eﬀect found in some GBs is the formation of thin layers with a structure diﬀerent from the

crystal structure in the grains. For example, R3 (2 1 1)
GBs in fcc Cu can form thin layers with a bcc structure,
an eﬀect that was predicted by atomistic simulations and
conﬁrmed by HRTEM observations [227,228].
5.2. Grain boundary thermodynamics
Thermodynamic properties of interfaces play an important role in capillarity-driven processes such as grain
growth, precipitation and coarsening, as well as in solute
segregation phenomena and interface decohesion. This is
a vast area of research, in which atomistic simulations have
been widely applied and have provided signiﬁcant insights.
The work before the mid-1990s has been thoroughly
reviewed by Sutton and Balluﬃ [12]. We will discuss some
of the most recent results, focusing on GBs.
Thermodynamic properties of GBs in single-component
systems have been studied extensively by several diﬀerent
complementary methods based on the quasi-harmonic
approximation [174,244–252] and thermodynamic integration techniques [174,245,246,250,251,253,254]. For detailed
descriptions and comparisons of the results obtained by
diﬀerent methods, the interested reader is referred to Refs.
[174,245,249–251].
The calculated GB free energies (c) in elemental crystals
have generally been found to decrease with increasing temperature, by a magnitude that varies with the boundary
type and the nature of the interatomic bonding. In a systematic study of [1 0 0] twist boundaries in Au [247], the values of c were found to decrease by as much as 25% at
temperatures from 0 to 700 K. It was demonstrated that
the interface entropy can induce cusps in cðhÞ at high temperatures for misorientations h distinct from those corre-
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sponding to the zero-temperature GB energy. For [1 0 0]
symmetrical tilt boundaries in fcc Lennard–Jones and Cu
crystals, c was found to decrease by as much as a factor
of two as the temperature increased from 0 K to the melting point [245,251]. For these systems, large increases in the
magnitude of ð@c=@T ÞP occur at homologous temperatures
larger than approximately 0.5, and are correlated with the
onset of pronounced structural disorder within the boundary [245]. In detailed calculations of interfacial free energies
for twin boundaries in Si, modeled with the Stillinger–
Weber potential [158], c was found to decrease by less than
10% relative to the 0 K value, at a homologous temperature of approximately 0.6 [250].
In the context of grain growth, the thermodynamic driving force for GB motion is governed by the GB stiﬀness,
the quantity entering into the Gibbs–Thomson equation
for the chemical potential jump across a curved interface
when c is anisotropic [255–257]. When the GB has a nonzero curvature in only one principal direction, the stiﬀness
can be written as C ¼ c þ c00 , where c00 ¼ @ 2 c=@/2 is the second derivative of c with respect to variations in the orientation ð/Þ of the boundary normal (see Ref. [257] for a
detailed discussion of interface stiﬀness in three dimensions). Calculations of GB stiﬀness by the methods mentioned above are complicated by the need for an accurate
parameterization of the dependence of c on misorientation,
in order to compute c00 . An alternative approach, applicable at temperatures above the roughening temperature of
the boundary, involves extracting the stiﬀness directly from
an analysis of equilibrium capillary ﬂuctuations in MD
simulations [258,259]. From an analysis of the power spectrum of the Fourier amplitudes describing the ﬂuctuations
in interface position, C can be extracted for curvatures
along diﬀerent crystallographic directions, as illustrated
in Fig. 4. As with the GB free energy, the stiﬀness is seen
to decrease with increasing temperature. An important
result is the large variation in the stiﬀness for diﬀerent
directions of the GB curvature [259]. Further comments
on this method and its application to GB mobility can be
found in Section 9.5.
5.3. Grain boundary segregation and embrittlement
Solute segregation at GBs is another important aspect of
interface thermodynamics, which is closely related to
mechanical behavior of materials through the embrittlement eﬀect (see also Section 6.4). Some impurities, such
as H, O, S and P, strongly segregate to GBs and reduce
their cohesion, rendering otherwise ductile metals extremely brittle. Whether such elements are introduced during
fabrication or penetrate from the environment, their detrimental eﬀect on ductility and toughness can be dramatic.
Other impurities (e.g. B and C) can have a beneﬁcial eﬀect
by increasing GB cohesion or by expelling harmful elements from the GB by site competition.
First-principles calculations have been very eﬃcient in
predicting the embrittling potency of various elements
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and elucidating the physical mechanisms of the impurity
eﬀects. The most common approach is to compare binding
energies of the impurity atoms to the GB and to the surface
that would form by cleaving the material along the boundary. It is expected [260] that embrittling impurities should
have a stronger binding to the surface than to the GB, with
an opposite trend for GB-strengthening elements. In a series of ﬁrst-principles calculations based on this criterion, H,
O, P and S were predicted to cause GB embrittlement while
C, B and N were predicted to cause a strengthening eﬀect in
bcc Fe [261–264]. Boron can actually be either an embrittler or a cohesion enhancer in Fe, depending on the site
occupation [264]. An increasing amount of segregation
can further enhance the embrittlement due to repulsive
interactions between the impurity atoms (e.g. S or P),
which further destabilize the boundary relative to the
surface [265,266]. Similar results were obtained for the
mentioned elements in Ni [267–269] (see [265] for a comprehensive review), as well as for B, C, N and O in Mo
and Nb [270]. Despite the use of relatively small supercells
with simple R3 or R5 GBs, the predicted embrittlement
trends are in good agreement with experimental results.
These trends were mostly attributed to electronic eﬀects,
such as charge transfer towards the impurity atoms resulting in weakening of the bonding between neighboring host
atoms [262,267,269,271,272].
The embrittlement of Cu has recently received special
attention in connection with the Bi–Cu system, in which
very small amounts of Bi can produce catastrophic GB
embrittlement. In recent years, this system essentially
became the testing bed for atomic-level theories of embrittlement and eventually the subject of debate and controversy. Duscher et al. [273] performed electronic structure
calculations for Bi atoms occupying a certain (relatively
open) substitutional site in the R5 (3 1 0)[0 0 1] GB. They
arrived at the conclusion that Bi atoms donate some extra
charge to surrounding Cu atoms, making their electronic
structure “Zn-like”. The reduction of the d-like density of
states near the Fermi level reduces the directional character
and strength of Cu bonds, resulting in GB weakness. These
conclusions were supported by experimental analysis of the
electronic structure of the R5 GB with segregated Bi atoms
using electron energy loss spectroscopy [273].
Other authors [274–276] disagreed with this model
based on their own ﬁrst-principles calculations for Bi,
Na, Ag and B in R5 and R19 GBs. They performed a careful, step-by-step analysis that separated the chemical and
structural eﬀects. Their conclusion was that the electronic
eﬀects cannot be responsible for the Bi embrittlement,
and in fact would strengthen, not weaken, Cu bonding.
Instead, the embrittlement was explained by the mere size
eﬀect, in which the strongly oversized Bi atoms push Cu
atoms apart and weaken their bonding. The calculations
[274,275] have shown that at least a monolayer of Bi in
GBs is needed to produce the embrittlement, suggesting
that the particular GB studied in Ref. [273] was in fact
not embrittled. A strong embrittling eﬀect by the same
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Fig. 4. An illustration of the capillary ﬂuctuation method to compute grain-boundary stiﬀness, reproduced from Ref. [259]. The snapshot (a) is taken from
an MD simulation for an asymmetric R7 [1 1 1] tilt boundary in Ni at T ¼ 1400 K. The atoms are colored by an order parameter designed to identify
whether the local geometry is consistent with one grain or the other. The non-planar nature of the boundary (the interface between the green and red
atoms) is apparent. A plot of the averaged square Fourier amplitudes for the interface position are plotted in (b) vs. wavenumber on a log–log plot; the
solid line gives the theoretical slope of k 2 . From a ﬁt of the MD data to the theoretical formulas for equilibrium capillary ﬂuctuation spectra the GB
stiﬀness can be calculated for diﬀerent directions of the interface curvature. This is shown in (c), where the open circles and crosses correspond to results at
1250 K and 1400 K, respectively.

mechanism was predicted for Na, whereas Ag was predicted not to embrittle Cu [275], both predictions being
in agreement with experimental results. Boron was found
to segregate by a combination of interstitial and substitutional mechanisms. Its inﬂuence on the GB strength is
believed to be a combination of chemical and size eﬀects
[276].
Ga in Al is another prominent case of severe GB embrittlement that has been studied by ﬁrst-principles methods.
Thomson et al. [277,278] investigated the role of Ga by
placing diﬀerent amounts of Ga atoms at diﬀerent positions in the R11 (3 1 1) Al boundary. They found that Ga
strongly prefers “tight” sites in the GB structure and attributed them the key role in the Ga behavior. They proposed
a qualitative explanation of the Ga embrittlement eﬀect
based on the notion of “two radii” of Ga atoms, a nearest-neighbor radius and a volume radius. A more recent
study of Ga in the R9 (2 2 1) Al boundary [279] suggests
that Ga atoms draw charge from neighboring Al atoms,
reducing the charge density on Al–Al and Al–Ga bonds.
This charge reduction is enhanced by increasing amounts
of Ga segregation and may be responsible for the GB
embrittlement. On the other hand, investigations of Al surfaces covered with Ga [280] suggest that Ga should
strongly embrittle even single-crystalline Al, which is consistent with experimental observations.

Although our discussion is focused on metals, it should
be mentioned that atomic-level modeling has been actively
applied to study segregation and its eﬀect on mechanical
behavior in ceramic materials as well. As a recent example
combining ﬁrst-principles calculations with HRTEM
observations, Buban et al. [281] were able to resolve the
atomic structure of the R31 GB in alumina with and without Y dopants, and were able to identify the particular
structural units featuring a preferential occupation by Y
atoms. The GB structures computed with VASP were in
good agreement with HRTEM and conﬁrmed the energetic
preference of the experimentally observed Y positions. A
detailed examination of the Y eﬀect on the bonding
strength in the GB region has provided electronic insights
into the dramatic improvement of creep resistance of alumina by Y-doping.
Because segregation and embrittlement studies heavily
involve chemical eﬀects, interatomic potentials have been
less useful overall than ﬁrst-principles methods. Nevertheless, EAM-based MD and MC simulations have been
applied for generic investigations of structural and thermodynamic aspects of interface segregation [282–293]. In particular, Millet et al. [293] performed a parametric study of
the eﬀect of oversized impurities with various radii on GB
segregation in polycrystalline Cu samples. They were able
to demonstrate a stabilizing eﬀect of the impurities on the
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GB structure by a reduction in the interface free energy and
thus the driving force for the grain growth.
5.4. Structure and thermodynamics of solid–solid
heterophase interfaces
Atomic-scale modeling has been applied extensively to
solid–solid heterophase interfaces. A thorough review of
this topic is beyond the scope of this paper, and what follows will necessarily be focused on only a few examples for
metal/metal heterophase interfaces relevant in the context
of alloy microstructures. Further, we will focus on structural and thermodynamic properties of such interfaces,
highlighting primarily the use of ﬁrst-principles DFT-based
methods. Solid–solid heterophase interfaces are ubiquitous
in commercial alloys, and their properties play an important role underlying the stability and morphology of microstructures and the associated mechanical properties.
Fig. 5 illustrates an application of DFT calculations to
interfaces between the a-Al matrix and b00 Mg5 Si6 precipitates in an Al–Mg–Si alloy [294]. For interfaces of this
type, involving relatively complex precipitate phases, central questions concerning interface structure include the
orientation relationships between the phases, their relative
displacements parallel to the interface plane and their preferred crystal-plane terminations. Fig. 5 illustrates the size
and the supercell geometries that can be readily employed
in modern DFT calculations; the computational speed

Fig. 5. Supercells used in calculating the interfacial energies between a-Al
and b00 -Mg5Si6 phases in Al–Mg–Si alloys [294]. The reader is referred to
the original reference for a detailed explanation of the ﬁgure.
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associated with structural optimizations of models of this
size is suﬃciently fast that the energy of many diﬀerent orientations and atomic conﬁgurations can be screened to
arrive at plausible low-energy structures, as demonstrated
in Ref. [294] (see also Ref. [295]). An important output of
such calculations is the magnitude and anisotropy of the
associated interfacial energies. These energies are important input parameters required for mesoscopic simulations
of precipitate growth kinetics, and they are often not experimentally accessible. An example demonstrating the use of
ﬁrst-principles calculations to provide interfacial energies
as input for quantitative phase-ﬁeld modeling of precipitate
growth morphologies can be found in Refs. [296,297].
For semicoherent or incoherent interfaces, the direct
ﬁrst-principles approach described above is limited to systems where the lateral periodicity in the interface plane is
suﬃciently small for the structure to be modeled by a few
hundred atoms. If this is not the case, another option is
to employ interatomic potentials [298], which give access
to much larger models than can be handled by ﬁrst-principles methods. Many examples of studies of semicoherent
metal–metal interfaces have been reviewed in Ref. [298]
(see [142] for a more recent example). When potentials cannot accurately describe the chemistry of the system, hybrid
approaches have been employed combining ﬁrst-principles
supercells with continuum elasticity models to parameterize separate contributions to the interface energy arising
from chemical, strain and misﬁt-dislocation contributions.
Applications of this approach for metal/carbide interfaces
can be found in Refs. [298,299].
Another complication arises when the interfaces are not
compositionally sharp. In multicomponent systems, solute
atoms may preferentially segregate to heterophase interfaces and, as for GBs, can give rise to substantial changes
in structural, thermodynamic and cohesive interfacial
properties. When the solute concentrations are dilute, equilibrium segregation to heterophase interfaces can be predicted relatively straightforwardly within a ﬁrst-principles
framework by computing the formation energy of single
solute atoms at diﬀerent positions in the vicinity of the
interface. By employing these energies within standard
mean-ﬁeld statistical–thermodynamic models for dilute
solutions, equilibrium composition proﬁles and associated
changes in interfacial free energies can be calculated.
Examples illustrating this approach can be found for Al–
Mg–Sc alloys [300,301] and Ni-based superalloys [302–
308]. For systems where atom-probe data are available
[300,301,303,304,308], ﬁrst-principles predictions for solute
segregation have been found to agree well with experimental results. Such calculations have also been used to examine the eﬀects of solute segregation on interfacial free
energies [301,304] and interface cohesion [307,309–312].
The dilute-solution models described above are not
applicable to concentrated alloys. Atomistic simulations
have been applied extensively in the modeling of compositionally diﬀuse coherent interfaces in concentrated alloys,
employing one of two approaches. The ﬁrst involves the
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CE formalism described in Section 2.2. In this approach, a
ﬁrst-principles-based cluster expansion for the alloy energetics is coupled with MC simulations or the clustervariation method to compute temperature-dependent
composition proﬁles and interfacial free energies (see examples in Refs. [313–318]). The second approach employs
grand-canonical MC simulations with interatomic potentials [104,319,320]. An example of an equilibrium composition proﬁle calculated by this approach for an Ni/Ni3Al
(1 0 0) interface at 700 K is shown in Fig. 6 [104]. The interface is seen to be compositionally diﬀuse, with the envelope
of the Al concentration proﬁle varying between its bulk
values in the c0 and c phases across several atomic planes.
A similar result for Ni/Ni3Al interfaces at 1000 K was
obtained using a CE approach in Ref. [317]; this reference
also discusses an important consequence of such diﬀuse
composition proﬁles on diﬀusion-mediated coarsening
kinetics. The formation of diﬀuse composition proﬁles
has also been shown to correlate with a large reduction
in the magnitude and anisotropy of coherent interfacial
free energies with temperature [313–315,321]. For example,
in Al–Li alloys the a=d0 (fcc/L12) interfacial free energies
decrease in magnitude by as much as a factor of 5 (for
the highest-energy orientation) as the temperature is raised
from 0 to 500 K [313,321]. This reduction in the calculated
values was critical to achieving good agreement with
experimental estimates based on precipitate coarsening
measurements.
5.5. Structure and thermodynamics of solid–liquid interfaces

Al concentration (atomic fraction)

In the nucleation and growth of a crystal from its melt,
the properties of solid–liquid interfaces often play a critical
role underlying phase selection and the formation and evolution of microstructure [322–324]. Atomistic simulations
have found extensive applications as a framework for prob-
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Fig. 6. Composition proﬁle across the coherent c=c0 (1 0 0) interface in the
Ni–Al system obtained by Monte Carlo simulations at 700 K [104]. The
points represent the average atomic fraction of Al atoms in individual
(2 0 0) planes parallel to the interface. The arrow shows the initial interface
position at 0 K.

ing the structure, thermodynamic and kinetic properties of
such interfaces, and have been used to derive input parameters to phase-ﬁeld simulations of solidiﬁcation [325,326].
To date, most atomistic studies have focused on crystal–
melt interfaces in single-component systems. This work
has included detailed analyses of interfacial structure, as
well as direct calculations of interfacial free energies and
kinetic coeﬃcients, and their associated crystalline anisotropies. Comprehensive reviews of the methods employed
in these studies, and their application to pure metals and
related model systems can be found in Refs. [325–328]. In
this section we highlight applications related to equilibrium
solid–liquid interfaces in alloys and chemically heterogeneous systems.
Detailed studies of crystal–melt interface structures have
been undertaken for alloy systems based on hard-sphere
[329–332] and Lennard–Jones potentials [333,334], and
EAM potentials for Cu [335], an Ni–Cu alloy [336] and
the Cu–Ag system [337]. Equilibrium solute and solvent
density proﬁles have been calculated, and the magnitudes
of relative solute adsorption coeﬃcients have been computed to have values on the order of a few percent per
interface site or less in most cases [330,332–334,336,337]
(a notable exception was found in Ref. [334] at temperatures where the solute densities in solid and liquid phases
were nearly equal).
Only relatively recently have simulation methods been
demonstrated for calculating solid–liquid interfacial free
energies c in alloys [334,338–340], through the use of
the capillary ﬂuctuation method [341] brieﬂy described
in the context of GB stiﬀness in Section 5.2. This method
has been used in two recent studies to investigate the
eﬀect of solute additions on the magnitude and crystalline anisotropy of c in model fcc-forming mixtures
[334,339,340]. Amini and Laird [340] considered a hardsphere mixture with size-ratio of 0.9, while Becker
et al. [334,339] studied a Lennard–Jones alloy featuring
no atomic size mismatch and a ratio of elemental melting
temperatures equal to 0.75. In both cases, it was found
that c decreases with increasing concentration of the
lower-melting-point species (at ﬁxed pressure). In addition, the anisotropy of the interfacial free energy was
characterized by the relative ordering c100 > c110 > c111
for the high-symmetry [1 0 0], [1 1 0] and [1 1 1] interface
orientations, at all concentrations. An alternative method
of calculation of c by thermodynamic integration has
been proposed in Ref. [337].
Although the anisotropies in c are relatively small,
being on the order of a few percent for atomically rough
fcc crystal–melt interfaces, they can have important consequences for dendritic solidiﬁcation microstructures, as discussed in Ref. [339,342]. For Lennard–Jones alloys,
addition of solute was shown to give rise to a tendency
towards destabilizing the h1 0 0iorientation for dendrite
growth, while no such eﬀect was found for the hardsphere mixtures. These studies highlight a clear need for
further atomistic investigations to better understand the
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nature of the microscopic interactions of solute atoms
with solid–liquid interfaces, and the ways in which these
interactions aﬀect interface properties and thus inﬂuence
solidiﬁcation microstructures on larger scales.
The least studied class of solid–liquid interfaces are
those between chemically dissimilar crystal and liquid
phases (e.g. liquid B against solid A). Such interfaces are
particularly relevant in the context of heterogeneous nucleation, wetting phenomena and catalyst-mediated nanowire
growth, yet their equilibrium thermodynamic properties
have not been studied in great detail. For such heterogeneous solid–liquid systems, the simulation studies to date
[343–346] have focused primarily on the investigation of
equilibrium interface structures, diﬀusion and the formation of highly ordered structures in the liquid layers adjacent to the crystal. A recent review of this topic can be
found in Ref. [346].
6. Mechanical response of interfaces
6.1. Interaction of interfaces with dislocations
Although interactions of interfaces with dislocations
play an important role in mechanical behavior of materials,
many aspects of this process are not well understood. In
particular, slip transfer across GBs is important in deformation behavior of nanocrystalline materials, thin ﬁlms
and multilayers (Section 7).
Molecular statics simulations with EAM potentials
were employed to study dislocation interaction with coherent twin boundaries in fcc metals [347,348]. Under an
applied shear stress, a perfect screw dislocation could
either transmit though the boundary or dissociate into
partials in the boundary plane, depending on the generalized stacking fault energy and other material-dependent
parameters. For an incident mixed (60°) dislocation, the
dissociation reactions at the boundary were more complex
and resulted in partials gliding into the neighboring twin
and leaving a locked conﬁguration in the boundary. Similar conclusions were reached in simulations of the
impingement of single and multiple screw dislocations
on various tilt GBs in Al using a multi-scale modeling
approach [349]. Slip transmission through high-symmetry
R3 and R11 boundaries was very diﬃcult even after the
head dislocation was fully absorbed and a pile-up formed
in one grain. On the other hand, transmission through a
R9 boundary with a more complex atomic structure readily occurred by absorption of screw dislocations on one
side and nucleation of new dislocations on the other side.
This process depends very sensitively on the orientation of
the applied stress and on the precise location where the
dislocations enters the boundary.
Similar methods were applied to model dislocation
interactions with symmetrical tilt GBs in bcc metals
[350,351]. A lattice dislocation absorbed by the boundary
created a highly distorted boundary region, which gave rise
to a stress concentration and favored a crack nucleation.
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The stress needed for the crack nucleation depended sensitively on the type of the load (e.g. uniaxial vs. biaxial), orientations of slip systems in the grains relative to the
boundary plane, the detailed GB structure and many other
factors. In some cases, the crack nucleation was preceded
by emission of several dislocations into the grains. These
simulations demonstrate that the crack nucleation process
at GBs is more complex than often described in terms of
a simple pile-up model.
Extensive work has been done on the slip resistance of
GBs and heterophase interfaces in multi-layer systems.
Atomistic simulations of coherent and semi-coherent
fcc/fcc interfaces [352,353] indicate that the main factor
in their resistance to slip transfer comes form the alternating tension–compression coherency strain regions.
Incoherent interfaces present stronger barriers to slip
transfer due to their relatively weak sliding resistance.
The easy interface sliding produces image forces that
attract glide dislocations into the interface. Once captured, the dislocation delocalizes its core and a new dislocation has to be nucleated in order to transmit the slip
into the other phase. Attractive interaction with dislocations is also found for GBs. The interaction of screw dislocations with coherent twin boundaries in Cu and Al
changes from repulsive at large distances to attractive at
short distances, resulting in dislocation absorption by
the boundary [354].
Similar trends were observed for fcc/bcc interfaces
between diﬀerent phases. Hoagland and co-workers [355–
357] have conducted extensive simulations of slip transfer
across such interfaces in multi-layer composites. Their
work has demonstrated the critical importance of the shear
strength of interfaces for their interaction with lattice dislocations. If the shear strength is low, the stress ﬁeld of a
glide dislocation approaching the interface shears it locally,
producing an image force that attracts the dislocation. This
attraction results in the dislocation absorption and core
spreading in the interface. For the dislocation transmission
to the next phase, the dislocation must compact its core,
which is a diﬃcult process, making the interface a strong
barrier to slip.
These eﬀects were especially clearly observed in detailed
studies of the shearing process of plane Cu–Nb interfaces
with the Kurdjumov–Sachs orientation relationship [355].
The shear resistance was found to be anisotropic and relatively weak, leading to an easy dislocation spreading in the
interface and its high resistance to slip transmission. The
interface sliding was mediated by the nucleation and spreading of interface dislocation loops, leading to a serrated
behavior of the shear stress as a function of strain. Hoagland
et al. [355] emphasize the signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the
slip resistance of coherent or semi-coherent interfaces, on
the one hand, and that of incoherent interfaces on the other.
In the former case, the slip planes are nearly continuous
across the interface and glide dislocations can be transmitted
through it. In the latter case, the slip can only continue by
renucleation of new dislocations.
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6.2. Interface deformation and sliding
Interfaces are often the sites of damage initiation under
applied mechanical loads. Substantial insight into the
mechanisms of plastic deformation and fracture nucleation
at interfaces has been obtained by atomistic methods. Possible responses of an interface to applied loads include
interface sliding, interface migration coupled to shear
deformation, dislocation emission in the grains/phases,
and crack nucleation and propagation. In this section we
discuss dislocation emission and sliding, followed by coupled GB migration (Section 6.3) and GB fracture
(Section 6.4).
In a series of papers [358–360], sliding along a high-symmetry R11 [1 1 0] (1 1 3) tilt GB in aluminum was studied by
molecular statics. As expected, a perfect GB with the
ground-state structure exhibited an extremely high sliding
resistance. Extrinsic defects, such as small steps and partial
dislocations, reduced the critical stress of sliding by orders
of magnitude. Disconnections (interface defects possessing
both step and dislocation character [361,362]) could inject
partials into one of the grains, contributing to the accommodation of the stresses arising during GB sliding and
migration. An impingement of lattice dislocations on the
GB produced a chain of defect reactions resulting in glissile
defects which facilitated both GB sliding and migration. A
number of interesting dislocation reactions were found in
which the GB served as a source of lattice dislocations.
Sansoz and Molinari [229,363] performed simulated
mechanical tests of several symmetrical and asymmetrical
[1 1 0] tilt GBs in Cu for shear and tension using quasitwo-dimensional (2-D) MD simulations combined with a
quasi-continuum method. The boundaries responded to
applied loads by sliding, coupled motion or emission of
partial dislocations into the grains, depending on the grain
misorientation and the GB plane. The authors found a correlation between the easy sliding observed in some of the
boundaries and the occurrence of a certain type of structural units, called E-units. Such units are represented by
capped trigonal prisms in three dimensions and are common structural units in many tilt boundaries. An interesting observation was the stick-slip behavior of the shear
stress during the sliding processes [229,363].
MD simulations were employed to study the eﬀect of
applied tensile stresses on h1 0 0i and h1 1 0i symmetrical tilt
GBs in aluminum and copper [230,364,365]. The mechanical failure along the boundaries was initiated by partial dislocation emission into the grains, accompanied by atomic
rearrangements in the boundary. Such rearrangements
often resulted in the formation of ledges which gave rise
to a stress concentration. The tensile strength of the boundary depended on the orientation of the tensile load relative
to the boundary plane and on certain structural features of
the boundary, including the existence of the E-units mentioned above and distribution of free volume. A nonSchmidt behavior of the interface strength was observed,
in which the dislocation nucleation events were signiﬁ-

cantly inﬂuenced by stress components normal to the slip
planes.
6.3. Grain boundary motion coupled to shear deformation
GB motion coupled to shear deformation is an area
where atomistic methods have been especially productive
[366–370]. Stress-induced GB motion was observed in
ﬁrst-principles calculations [371–373] and atomistic simulations [229,374–377], as well as in experiments on low-angle
[378,379] and more recently high-angle [380–389] GBs.
That the coupling eﬀect might be a generic property of
most GBs was proposed in the Cahn–Taylor “uniﬁed
approach” paper [390] based on theoretical considerations.
Since then, signiﬁcant progress has been made in understanding the atomic mechanisms, geometric rules and
dynamics of coupled GB motion, and its relation to other
processes in materials [366–370,387,391,389].
The basic idea of the coupling eﬀect is that a shear stress
applied to a GB induces its normal motion (Fig. 7). In turn,
GB motion induced by an applied shear stress, or by any
other driving force, produces shear deformation of the volume swept by the motion. Because this deformation is usually a simple shear parallel to the GB plane, the GB motion
is coupled to grain translations. It has also been shown that
the coupled motion of a curved GB induces grain rotation
[390,392,393], which, in turn, creates a driving force for
normal GB motion. Thus, a number of seemingly disparate
phenomena originate from essentially the same physical
eﬀect. It should be emphasized that the coupled state of a
boundary exists independently of applied driving forces.
It has been demonstrated [368,370], for example, that spontaneous GB displacements caused by thermal ﬂuctuations
can produce shear deformations that follow all geometric
rules of coupling. The coupling eﬀect is characterized by
a factor b equal to the ratio of the tangential grain translation to the associated normal GB displacement or, equivalently, the ratio of the tangential and normal velocities, v
and vn . The coupling is called perfect if b ¼ v=vn is a geometric constant that depends only on the GB bicrystallography and not on the GB velocity or driving force.
Coupled GB motion is now recognized to be a very common phenomenon, existing due to the atomically ordered
structure of GBs. Simulations have identiﬁed dozens of
coupled GBs [366–368,370,393,394]. Stress-induced GB
motion was observed in experiments on bicrystals in both
metals [382–384,387–389,395–397] and ceramic materials
[386], with experimental coupling factors matching their
perfect geometric values [395–397]. The coupling eﬀect
might be responsible for the stress-driven GB motion and
stress-induced grain growth in nanocrystalline materials
[200,387,398–400].
The coupled GB motion does not require any diﬀusion
and is implemented by deformation and rotation of structural units forming the boundary. The unit transformations
occur by a nucleation and growth mechanism in which the
transformed GB area is bounded by a growing disconnec-
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Fig. 7. Possible mechanical responses of a plane GB to applied shear stresses s. (a) Initial bicrystal with a dotted line showing a set of inert markers. (b)
The GB initiates slip by emitting a dislocation. (c) Rigid GB sliding with a grain translation velocity vjj ; note the discontinuity of the marker line. (d) GB
motion coupled to shear deformation (vn is the normal GB velocity).

dependence of the stress and a stop-and-go character of
the motion (Fig. 9). The magnitude of the peak stress
increases with GB velocity v but decreases with temperature T. Qualitatively, this happens because thermal ﬂuctuations help the GB overcome the nucleation barrier before
it vanishes, resulting in a lower value of the eﬀective peak
stress. A one-dimensional model of GB motion was proposed [369,370], representing the boundary by a particle
attached to an elastic rod dragging the particle through a
periodic potential. One of the predictions of this model is
that, in the stick–slip regime, log v must be proportional
3=2
to ðs0c  sc Þ =k B T , where sc is the critical resolved shear
stress at the simulated temperature and s0c is its value at
0 K. Thus, at a ﬁxed velocity, the critical stress is expected
to decrease with temperature as T 2=3 , a relation which was
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tion loop. Some GBs are prohibited from coupled motion
by symmetry, such as pure twist GBs [368]. Aside from
such special cases, any ordered GB should be able to couple to shear stresses and move, unless other competing
mechanisms (such as GB sliding or emission of dislocations) are activated more easily. Simulations have shown
that coupled motion can be blocked by constraints
imposed by triple junction lines and other defects [401].
By crystal symmetry, multiple coupling modes can be
implemented in a given GB, each characterized by a diﬀerent b value, atomic mechanism and critical stress [366–368].
The active mode depends on the geometric parameters of
the boundary, the orientation of the applied shear stress
and its magnitude relative to the critical resolved shear
stresses of diﬀerent coupling modes [368]. The critical stresses of the coupling modes vary with temperature and their
crossovers can produce mode switches. Although it should
be possible to identify all geometrically allowed coupling
modes of a given GB from its ﬁve macroscopic parameters
and the point-symmetry group of the crystal, such a general
theory is yet to be developed.
Another important ﬁnding of the simulations is that
many GBs lose their ability to couple to stresses at high
temperatures [368] and respond to applied stresses by rigid
sliding without any normal motion. A transition from coupling to sliding usually occurs continuously over a temperature range until coupling completely disappears. There are
two possible mechanisms for this transition. In one, the GB
structure becomes highly disordered (e.g. due to premelting, Section 8.1), which precludes the deformation and
rotation of the structural units. In other cases, the GB
structure remains well ordered and is able to support coupled motion, but the temperature activates sliding mechanisms with lower critical stresses, making sliding the
dominant response to the applied stress. Fig. 8 shows an
example of a temperature–misorientation diagram of
mechanical responses of [0 0 1] symmetrical tilt GBs in copper [368].
Simulations have also provided important insights into
the dynamics of stress-driven GB motion. At low temperatures and relatively high velocities, the motion exhibits
stick–slip behavior characterized by a saw-tooth time
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Fig. 8. Diagram of mechanical responses of [0 0 1] symmetrical tilt GBs in
copper obtained by MD simulations [368]. The points represent individual
MD runs. In cases of dual behavior, the GB starts moving in the [1 1 0]
coupling mode but later switches to the [1 0 0] mode. Note that for highangle GBs coupling is replaced by sliding at about 0.7 of the melting point
T m.
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Fig. 9. GB displacement and shear stress at (a) 100 K, (b) 500 K and (c)
900 K and the imposed grain translation velocity 1 m s1 for the R 21 GB
in Al [370]. Note that the peak stress decreases with temperature. Above
900 K, the stress behavior becomes noisy as the boundary begins to make
occasional backward jumps. Through all these changes in the boundary
dynamics, the coupling factor b remains very close to its ideal (geometric)
value.

conﬁrmed by MD simulations [370]. There is an interesting
similarity between the coupled GB motion in crystals and
other cases of stick–slip dynamics existing in nature, e.g.
the tip movements in atomic friction microscopy [402–405].
At high temperatures and/or slow velocities the GB can
make occasional backward jumps, the stress behavior
becomes noisy and the stick–slip dynamics eventually
transform into driven random walk. In this regime, the role
of the applied stress is to bias the rates of the forward and
backward jumps, driving the GB predominantly forward
[406]. This regime is characterized by a linear stress–veloc-

ity relation known experimentally, v ¼ Ms; here, the M is
referred to as GB mobility (Section 9). During this dynamic
transition from the stick–slip regime to driven Brownian
motion, the GB remains perfectly coupled and follows a
geometrical value of b.
A major challenge in the area of interface dynamics simulations is overcoming the huge gap between typical experimental GB velocities ð0:1–10 lm s1 Þ and the extremely
high velocities implemented in MD simulations (1–10 m
s1 , Section 9). Due to the time-scale limitation of regular
MD, the lower bound of accessible velocities is currently
on the order of 0:1–0:01 m s1 , depending on the model
size. In the future, this gap could be closed by employing
the accelerated MD methods [4–6,8,192,407]. Their promise for interface dynamics has been recently demonstrated
by applying the parallel replica dynamics methods to reach
GB velocities as low as 1 mm s1 for coupled GB motion in
copper [369].
6.4. Interfaces and fracture
On the atomistic level, mechanical energy dissipation
occurs in two fundamental modes: shearing events, where
atoms switch neighbors, and decohesion events, in which
atoms lose the net number of neighbors – often irreversibly
[55,408]. The former is a “renewable” dissipation mode
since the newly switched neighbors can switch again,
whereas the latter is non-renewable since the lost neighbors
cannot be lost again. In Sections 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 we mainly
considered the former dissipation mode at interfaces; in
this section we survey the latter. The two modes are of
course coupled: shear-induced incompatibilities piled up
at or trapped in the interface can trigger decohesion
[193]. Vice versa, small changes in decohesion characteristics can induce large collateral changes in the shear dissipation [409].
Atomistic studies of intergranular fracture in elemental
metals have a long history that will not be reviewed here
[12,215,410,411]. While some simulations have been performed on polycrystalline samples [412–415], most of the
physical insight comes from fracture studied of individual
plane GBs with carefully chosen orientations of the applied
load, crack front and lattice slip systems [411,416,417].
Such simulations have clariﬁed the eﬀects of the bicrystallography, generalized stacking fault (GSF) energies, temperature and other factors on the dislocation nucleation,
twinning and other processes occurring at the GB crack
tip. The dynamics of intergranular crack propagation and
diﬀerent mechanisms of energy dissipation have been studied in great detail [418,419]. As a promising recent development, an approach has been proposed to derive traction–
separation relations from MD simulations, providing
atomistic-based input for cohesive-zone models for continuum fracture simulations [420–422].
The eﬀect of impurities on GB fracture is another important direction that was brieﬂy discussed in Section 5.3.
Experimentally, it is known that small bulk concentrations
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of solutes can cause dramatic diﬀerences in the fracture mode
of steels [423,424] and intermetallics [425–429], where the
material simply “falls apart” along interfaces to have clean
intergranular fracture. Environmental eﬀects such as hydrogen can also embrittle the interfaces [430,431]. Although we
have come a long way towards experimental characterization of chemically complex interfaces under stress
[281,432–436], atomistic calculations [437–439], especially
by ﬁrst-principles methods which can handle the complex
interfacial chemistry, are invaluable for providing energetic
information (Section 5.3).
At the mesoscopic level, well-known analytical models
exist regarding both the quasi-static [440–442] and dynamic
[443,444] aspects of segregation-induced/delayed interfacial
decohesion. As discussed in Section 5.3, the eﬀects of solutes/impurities on mechanical decohesion can be roughly
classiﬁed in two types [437,438,445]:
 structural, such as atomic size diﬀerences [274],
 chemical contributions, such as electronegativity diﬀerences causing charge transfer and bond order change
[446,447], and/or other wavefunction- or magnetization-dependent features of the interfacial electronic
structure [448–452].
Another way to look at a chemo-mechanical reaction
[197,198] such as interfacial decohesion is to consider its
thermodynamic driving force [442] vs. kinetic aspects
[439,453]. The thermodynamic aspect is solely concerned
with the free energy change before and after the decohesion
[442], with varying segregation, whereas the kinetic view is
also concerned with the detailed pathway and the activation barrier [197,198], as well as with the solutes/impurities
acting as catalysts or poisons [430,453] for the chemomechanical reaction. Therefore, path-dependent information such as the maximum decohesion stress is also calculated [438,454–457].
Many kinds of interfacial decohesion have now been
modeled with atomistic methods [438]: GBs of metals
[274,445,448,446,457–463] and ceramics [464–467], metal–
ceramic interfaces [437,468–470,466,471–474], hydrogen
embrittlement [475–478,469,479] and complex hetero-phase
ceramic–ceramic interfaces [480] (even with intergranular
glassy ﬁlms [481]).
7. Mechanical behavior on the nanoscale
In Section 6 we surveyed the elementary mechanical
responses of interfaces. In this section we focus more on
the aggregate behavior. Nanostructured materials [482]
have proliferated recently, in the form of bulk nanocrystals
[483–486], thin ﬁlms and multilayers [487–491], nanoporous
materials [492–494], nanowires [495,496], nanopillars
[201,497–500], nanopyramids [501], nanospheres [502,503],
etc. Internal interfaces and/or free surfaces abound in these
materials. While bulk dislocation activities are typically still
indispensable for the materials low-temperature plasticity
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[504], interfaces play ever-more-important roles regulating
the dislocation dynamics, as well as directly contributing
to the plastic strain, with shrinking size scale [505–515].
The characteristic sizescale d can be the grain size, the layer
thickness of the thin ﬁlms or multilayers, the diameter of
surface-conﬁned nanowires, etc. A “Hall–Petch”-like
strength vs. size correlation, r ¼ r0 þ kd a , has been established experimentally for a great number of material systems, often with a “strong” power-law scaling exponent a,
such as 0.5 [485,490,498,499,516,517]. In nanostructured
materials, this boundary contribution kd a to the total plastic ﬂow resistance can dominate over the bulk plastic ﬂow
resistance r0 . Then, at very small characteristic sizes, such
as d C  20 nm, a plateauing of the strong size scaling
(Hall–Petch saturation) or even softening (inverse Hall–
Petch) sets in with decreasing d [485,506,508,512].
Atomistic simulations have provided signiﬁcant knowledge about the interface- and surface-controlled plasticity,
especially on the smaller end of the d-spectrum around the
Hall–Petch saturation or inverse Hall–Petch transition
[506–511,515]. Due to computational constraints, it is not
feasible to directly simulate the larger-d behavior with
atomistic methods, and mesoscale techniques such as discrete dislocation dynamics (DDD) simulations are needed
[190,513,514,518–522]. The two methods have oﬀered an
interesting contrast not only in the spatial, but also in
the temporal behavior of dislocations at diﬀerent d’s. In
DDD simulations of larger-d micropillars [513,514,522],
dislocation nucleation from surfaces was not implemented,
nor did this seem necessary because, once mobile dislocations are seeded in the crystal as the initial condition, the
sample is able to evolve and maintain a permanent population of mobile dislocations inside (DDD simulations
use atomistic information about dislocation mobility
[500,523], junction strength [190,520], cross-slip rate
[524], etc., and the dislocation population can multiply
and evolve inside the pillar with absorbing surfaces serving
as the boundary condition). Thus, at any arbitrary time, it
is possible to ﬁnd one or more mobile dislocations inside
the DDD simulated micropillars [513,514,522]. Strong
power-law scaling is predicted from the DDD simulations,
with the scaling exponent a close to the experiments
[500,514,522].
In contrast, in most atomistic simulations of the smaller-d nanocrystals, nanopillars and nanowires, one sees
individual dislocations nucleate at the boundary, propagate across the crystal and get absorbed in other boundaries. At any arbitrary point of time during the atomistic
simulation, one is likely to ﬁnd some sessile dislocation
structures or stacking faults stored in the crystal, but quite
often no mobile dislocations. Thus, there appears to be a
mechanism transition in the simulations at diﬀerent ds,
from the collective dynamics of an ensemble of mobile dislocations interacting with each other persistently within
each grain and with boundaries, to individual mobile dislocations interacting transiently with boundaries at d  d C
(see Fig. 10a).
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Fig. 10. (a) Predicted “Hall–Petch saturation” transition for surface-conﬁned nanopillars, nanowires, nanospheres, etc. from atomistic calculation of
surface dislocation nucleation [201]. The blue line illustrates strong power-law scaling of strength vs. size, due to surface-regulated collective dislocation
dynamics: in this regime multiple dislocations interact and multiply via the Frank–Read mechanism, and the sample can support a permanent mobile
dislocation density inside. The red curves illustrate transition to weaker size scaling: in this regime there are no permanent mobile dislocations inside, and
in order to deform, new mobile dislocations must be nucleated afresh from surface sources, move transiently in a contiguous crystal volume and then
disappear [499,504]. In addition to the transition from strong to weak size scaling, atomistic calculations also predicted enhanced temperature and strainrate sensitivities (see (b)), as well as a larger scatter in the measured ﬂow stress, due to the smaller activation volume [201,504]. (b) Atomistically calculated
surface dislocation nucleation stress in a Cu nanowire as a function of temperature and strain rate _ from TST calculations (solid lines, _ ¼ 108 s1 and
103 s1 ) and direct MD simulations (circles, _ ¼ 108 s1 only). The MD and TST calculations are independent of each other besides using the same
interatomic potential [110]. Taken from Ref. [201] with permission. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)

From the above discussion we see that it is important to
distinguish between short-range boundary interactions due
to direct atomistic kinetics occurring near interfaces or surfaces [200,201,515], which likely extend no more than a few
nanometers from the boundary, and the long-range boundary conﬁnement eﬀect on bulk dislocation dynamics
[521,525,526]. The long-range eﬀect could arise via dislocation free arms emanating from the boundary, the lengths of
which are on the order of 10 nm or longer [514,522], and
elastic interactions that can be even longer-ranged, as in
the dislocation pile-up model [516,517,527,528]. Such a
long-range boundary interaction eﬀect is usually outside
the realm of direct atomistic simulations.
Mughrabi et al. [529] measured the dislocation density in
bulk work-hardened single-crystalline copper to be
q ¼ 3  1014 m2 , corresponding to an average dislocation
spacing of s ¼ q1=2  50 nm. Thus, if a contiguous crystal
volume is smaller than s3 , there may not be a single dislocation in it. Because the existence or nonexistence of one
mobile dislocation in a contiguous crystal volume, or “1to-0”, is a “quantized” transition for the Frank–Read type
of dislocation breeding mechanisms [530], this is yet
another way to speculate that a transition in mechanism
could occur when d approaches tens of nanometers due
to an extreme boundary conﬁnement. Under such dislocation-starvation conditions [499,504], mobile dislocation
nucleation from interfaces and/or surfaces becomes the
strength-controlling mechanism (red curve in Fig. 10).
Using the newly developed free-end NEB (FE-NEB)
method, Zhu et al. [200] calculated the activation energies

and activation volumes of surface dislocation nucleation
from an atomically smooth surface, surface steps and kinks
in Cu, and found the activation volumes [193] to be in the
range of 1  10 b3 [201], at the experimentally realistic
strain rate of _ ¼ 103 s1 . According to a TST analysis,
such small activation volumes must lead to very sensitive
temperature and strain-rate sensitivities of the ﬂow stress.
As shown in Fig. 10b, at _ ¼ 103 s1 FE-NEB/TST calculations predict a factor of three decrease in the average ﬂow
strength from 10 to 300 K. Note that the FE-NEB/TST
calculation has no adjustable parameters of its own, and
besides using the same interatomic potential, is essentially
independent of the MD simulations. To validate this new
atomistic method, a comparison is made with direct MD
simulations performed at _ ¼ 108 s1 and various temperatures. The agreement between the two independent atomistic methods is excellent. We also see in Fig. 10b that going
from the MD-accessible strain rate of _ ¼ 108 s1 to the
experimentally realistic strain rate of _ ¼ 103 s1 will give
a factor of two decrease in the surface dislocation nucleation stress at 300 K.
To better understand the short-ranged dislocation-GB
reactions, it is often advantageous to regard GBs as “ad
hoc slip systems”. Such a view is supported by recent atomistic simulations of GB sliding and migration (Sections 6.2
and 6.3) for, just like lattice slip systems, GBs can also
shear under applied stresses, possessing a nominal dislocation content given by the Frank–Bilby equation [367].
Thus, on a fundamental level, dislocation–GB reactions
are no diﬀerent from any other kinds of dislocation reac-
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tions. These reactions must satisfy the conservation of the
Burgers vector, after the Frank–Bilby GB dislocation content is taken into account. GBs thus serve as reservoirs of
dislocation content (lattice incompatibility), dynamically
absorbing, desorbing and converting the dislocation content during deformation processes together with the lattice
[200].
The ad hoc slip system view of GBs facilitates the understanding of phenomena such as the inverse Hall–Petch
eﬀect [506,508], since at very small grain sizes the operation
of weak “ad hoc slip systems” will more than compensate
for their conﬁnement eﬀect on the operation of normal lattice slip systems [512]. Formal similarities aside, there are
important diﬀerences between ad hoc and normal slip systems. Normal lattice slip systems have a small multiplicity:
in fcc metals there are only 12 well-deﬁned lattice slip systems. In contrast, there are inﬁnite possibilities of GB ad
hoc slip systems, statistically distributed. Normal lattice
slip systems have a high spatial density: every two adjacent
atomic planes is a potential one. In contrast, the spatial
density of ad hoc slip systems is inversely proportional to
the grain size d. Even for a 10 nm grain size, the relative
density of ad hoc slip systems is no more than a few percent. Nonetheless, that is suﬃcient to give rise to the
inverse Hall–Petch behavior. This is because ad hoc slip
systems are typically much weaker in shear compared to
normal slip systems. The fundamental characterization of
a slip system is the GSF energy [54,531–534], and the calculated GSF energies of ad hoc GB slip systems are typically
smaller than for lattice slip systems [535] due to the larger
structural disorder. This has profound consequences for
the behavior of GB dislocations. With a weak GB GSF,
the GB dislocation core tends to be more delocalized, with
a smaller core energy. This tends to make clean (as-
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annealed) GBs strong traps for the lattice dislocation ﬂux
at the beginning of deformation (see Fig. 11).
For applications, ductility is sometimes as important as
strength. The failure mode of nanostructured metals is
often shear localization ﬁrst [491,536–538], followed by
micro-crack nucleation and growth. Thus, a strategy to
delay catastrophic failure would be to (a) delay the onset
of dramatic necking and (b) delay decohesion of interfaces.
For (a), both linear (Consid’ere–Hart [539]) and nonlinear
(Hutchinson–Neale [540]) continuum analyses point to the
importance of the aggregate strain-rate sensitivity [200] and
strain hardening rate in stabilizing near-uniform plastic
ﬂow. The essence of the Hall–Petch relation is that most
of the plastic ﬂow resistance may arise from interfacial
resistance. Therefore interfacial hardening or the lack
thereof, or even interfacial softening, may also govern the
strain hardening of nanostructured materials to a large
degree.
Atomic structures of interfaces can have a profound
eﬀect on their properties [541] (Section 6). Experimentally,
there is evidence that the type of internal interfaces can
have a strong eﬀect on the aggregate ductility. Coherent
twin boundaries are found to be superior to general GBs
in preserving the aggregate ductility while still imparting
high strength [542,543], presumably due to a larger hardenability during plastic ﬂow [200] (issue (a) above), as well
as better decohesion resistance (issue (b)).
Experimentally, crystalline–amorphous nanolaminates
are also found to possess enhanced ductility [491]. It has
been argued based on atomistic simulations that the
amorphous–crystal interfaces (ACI) may be more damage-tolerant and enable better aggregate ductility than
general GBs, due to their unique structures (only 2 inclination degrees of freedom, in contrast to general GBs,

Fig. 11. Transmission electron microscopy image showing the accumulation of interfacial dislocation content qint inside a coherent twin boundary of
nanotwinned Cu (from [638]), causing subsequent hardening of this interface. Time-averaging over discrete thermal activation events of dislocation
absorption, desorption and transmission at the interface establishes an absorption–desorption–transmission kinetic equation, with qint as the internal state
variable. Sensitivities (ﬁrst-order derivatives) of the atomistically calculated activation energy Qðs; qint Þ with respect to the local stress s and
microstructural parameter qint can be related to the strain-rate sensitivity and strain hardening rate of the aggregate. Taken from Ref. [200] with
permission.
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which have 5 degrees of freedom) and slip-transfer characteristics [491]. An ACI transducer’s “ballistic shear”
(dislocation slip) on the crystal side M “diﬀusive shears”
on the amorphous side, which are carried by individual
shear transformation zones [544–546] with inﬁnite possibilities of Eshelby transformations [547], statistically distributed in the glass. As a result, while it is possible for
an entire line of dislocation to get stuck in front of a
GB as in the classic dislocation pile-up scenario of Hall
and Petch [516,517], in front of an ACI it is possible to
get stuck at points due to unfavorable kinetics, but it is
much less likely for an entire line to get stuck [491].
8. Grain boundaries at high temperatures
8.1. Grain boundary melting
The atomic structure of surfaces, GBs and other interfaces tends to become increasingly disordered at high temperatures, especially when approaching the bulk melting
point T m . The thermal disordering of GBs can aﬀect their
sliding resistance [548,549], diﬀusion [550–552] and Coble
creep rates, as well as their ability to move under applied
shear stresses [368] or other driving forces, emit and absorb
dislocations, and act as sinks and sources of vacancies. It
has long been supposed that at high temperatures, surfaces
and interfaces can develop a liquid-like layer, which grows
wider as the temperature approaches T m [12,553,554].
Despite the experimental eﬀorts [548,555–561] and computer modeling by diﬀuse-interface [562–566], phase-ﬁeld
crystal [567,568] and atomistic [549–552,569–576] methods,
the thermodynamic nature of the GB premelting transition
is not well established.
In recent MD simulations [550], high-angle GBs in Cu
were observed to accumulate signiﬁcant structural disorder
with increasing temperature and eventually form a liquidlike layer about 10 K below T m . In this premelting temperature range, the local structure factor in the GBs tended to
zero, whereas the GB diﬀusion rapidly accelerated and
approached the diﬀusivity of the bulk liquid phase at
T ! T m (Section 8.2). In a more recent study [292], the
liquid-layer thickness in the R5 (2 1 0)[0 0 1] Cu GB was
found to rapidly increase with temperature near T m but
remain ﬁnite at T m . This boundary could be slightly overheated above T m , indicating that its melting is a ﬁrst-order
transition. In recent MD simulations of (0 0 1) twist GBs in
Si [577], the high-angle boundaries (37° and 45° misorientation) displayed a continuous disordering transition with an
apparently diverging width. A complete structural disorder
of these boundaries was reached only at T m . At temperatures below T m , the boundaries retained at least some
degree of structural order, with local ﬂuctuations between
the ordered (with recognizable structural units) and disordered states with a frequency increasing near T m . At the
same time, a low-angle (16°) boundary displayed a higher
degree of structural order at all temperatures up to T m
and retained a ﬁnite width at T m .

One can expect a certain parallel between premelting phenomena at GBs and at open surfaces. The (1 1 1) surface of
Cu is very stable and shows no signs of premelting, remaining metastable over a relatively wide (30–40 K) temperature
range above T m [578]. By contrast, the (1 1 0) Cu surface
melts continuously and displays a divergence of its thickness
to inﬁnity as temperature approaches T m [335]. The high stability of (1 1 1) fcc surfaces against premelting was also conﬁrmed for Al [579] and Au [580]. The situation in bcc metals
is diﬀerent. The (1 1 1) surface of bcc Nb and V premelts continuously, with the liquid-layer thickness diverging as
lnðT m  T Þ as T ! T m . By contrast, the (1 0 0) and (1 1 0)
V surfaces remain ordered up to T m [581,582]. These eﬀects
demonstrate the rich nature and complexity of interface premelting behaviors, which can range from a continuous process to a ﬁrst-order transition, depending on the interface
type and crystallographic orientation. While known and
well studied for surfaces [579,583], this rich complexity is
only beginning to be explored for GBs.
Attempts to understand the diﬀerent scenarios of GB
premelting often involve the concept of disjoining potential WðhÞ, which represents the interaction free energy
between the two solid–liquid interfaces bounding the
liquid GB ﬁlm as a function of their separation h. Theoretical models [584,585] can predict the entire premelting
behavior knowing only the disjoining potential and the
thermodynamic functions of the bulk phases. For example, a purely repulsive disjoining potential would lead to
a continuous premelting, whereas a combination of longrange attraction and short-range repulsion results in a
ﬁnite GB width at T m . While various physical factors
inﬂuencing the disjoining potential have been discussed
[554,586], no theory unambiguously predicts WðhÞ for
metallic GBs. Two-dimensional phase-ﬁeld crystal simulations [567,568] demonstrate that some GBs feature a
repulsive WðhÞ while others a combination of repulsion
and attraction. Hoyt et al. [587] have recently proposed
a method for extracting WðhÞ from MD simulations by
analyzing width ﬂuctuations of a premelted GB. Their
method has been applied to a high-energy R5 twist GB
in Ni at temperatures up to 2 K below T m , demonstrating
that the disjoining potential is exponentially repulsive.
Further research is needed to determine if GBs with lower
energies can exhibit an attractive component of WðhÞ.
Most of the previous simulation work was focused on
premelting behavior of elemental crystals. GB premelting
in alloys has recently been studied by semi-grand-canonical
MC simulations employing the R5 (2 1 0)[0 0 1] GB in Curich Cu–Ag alloys as a model [292]. Ag atoms strongly segregate to this boundary and produce signiﬁcant distortions
of its structure due to the large atomic size mismatch
between Cu and Ag. The GB disorder rapidly increases
as the bulk composition approaches the solidus line from
below. At the same time, the local chemical composition
inside the boundary approaches the liquidus composition
at the respective temperature. This behavior clearly indicates the formation of a liquid-alloy layer in the GB region
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when the bulk composition and temperature approach the
solidus line. Among other interesting ﬁndings, the thickness of the liquid layer remains ﬁnite at the solidus line
and the GB can be overheated and/or oversaturated to
metastable states slightly above the solidus. Together with
the continuous behavior of the local chemical composition
and local structure factor in the GB region when crossing
the solidus line, these observations point to the ﬁrst order
of the premelting transition in alloys. It remains to be seen
whether this behavior is generic or speciﬁc to this particular
boundary.
8.2. Grain boundary diﬀusion
Because the diﬀusivity of atoms in GBs is orders of magnitude faster than in the lattice, GB diﬀusion can control
many processes in materials, including microstructure
development, many phase transformations, creep, and
some modes of plastic deformation and fracture [588].
Although a large volume of experimental data has been
accumulated over the recent years [588–590], many aspects
of GB diﬀusion remain poorly understood, including the
diﬀusion mechanisms on the atomic level. Signiﬁcant progress has been achieved through atomistic computer simulations [550,591–598], which revealed a number of new GB
diﬀusion mechanisms that are profoundly diﬀerent from
known mechanisms of lattice diﬀusion.
To investigate the diﬀusion mechanisms, a single point
defect (vacancy or self-interstitial) is created at various
positions in the GB core and its formation free energy is
evaluated using molecular statics and the harmonic
approximation to atomic vibrations. From the defect-free
energies, the equilibrium defect concentrations at diﬀerent
sites are computed and the most abundant (and thus most
important for diﬀusion) defects are identiﬁed [550,595,596].
A single defect is then allowed to walk along the GB by
running MD simulations, and the MD snapshots and
atomic trajectories are analyzed to determine the most typical diﬀusive events induced by the defect. Simulations
show that such events, or transitions, often represent complex atomic rearrangements involving a collective displacement of several atoms. The absolute rates of the transitions
are computed using the harmonic TST [189] with the saddle-point search implemented by the NEB method.
Two diﬀerent approaches have been developed to calculate the diﬀusion coeﬃcients. In the ﬁrst approach, the
defect jump rates are compiled into a rate catalog, which
is fed into KMC simulations [595,596]. Also knowing the
defect concentrations, the KMC simulations permit accurate calculations of the diﬀusion coeﬃcients in various
directions in the GB core. Furthermore, by repeating the
calculations for vacancies and interstitials separately, their
contributions to GB diﬀusion can be compared in order to
identify the dominant defect. However, the KMC method
is only suitable at low temperatures, at which the boundary
structure remains well ordered and diﬀusion is mediated by
the motion of single point defects.
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In the second approach, the diﬀusion coeﬃcients are
extracted directly from MD simulations [550–552,591,
598]. After bringing the boundary to point-defect equilibrium, an MD run is performed in which mean-squared displacements of atoms within the GB core are computed. The
diﬀusion coeﬃcient is extracted from the Einstein relation
for various directions in the GB plane. Such calculations
do not rely on the model assumptions inherent in the
KMC simulations, but in order to accumulate adequate
statistics of atomic jumps, the MD simulations are implemented at relatively high temperatures (typically, above
0:6–0:7T m ).
In recent years, both approaches have been applied to
GBs in Cu, Ag, Ni and Al, with diﬀerent R values and different orientations of the tilt axis [550,552,591–597] or twist
axis [598,599]. The simulations have revealed a number of
generic properties of point defects and diﬀusion processes
in GBs, which can be summarized as follows.
The vacancy formation energy in GBs is on average
lower than in the bulk but can display very strong siteto-site variations, ranging from 10% of the bulk value to
above the bulk value. The same is true about GB self-interstitials, whose formation energy is also on average lower
than in the lattice and shows very strong site variations.
The variability of the point-defect energies can be linked
to the existence of alternating tension and compression
regions in the GB core [596,597]. The interaction of point
defects with GBs is short-ranged and is usually limited to
about 2–3 lattice spacings around the core. Some interesting correlations have been found between the point-defect
formation energies and the GB energy [596,597,600]. An
important observation is that the average vacancy and
interstitial formation energies in GBs are close to each
other, suggesting that both defects can be equally important for GB diﬀusion.
GB vacancies and interstitials can exist in a variety of
structural forms. Both defects can be localized at certain
sites or delocalized over an extended area. Not all GB sites
can support a stable vacancy. Often, when an atom is
removed from a site 1 to create a vacancy and the structure
is relaxed, the vacant site is ﬁlled by a neighboring atom 2
during the relaxation. As a result, the vacancy ends up at
site 2 and not at the intended site 1. Surprisingly, delocalized and unstable vacancies are very common forms of
GB defects, especially in high-energy boundaries.
The multiplicity of structural forms of point defects in
GBs leads to a large variety of their diﬀusion mechanisms.
Vacancies can move by simple exchanges with individual
atoms, as they do in the lattice, but can also induce collective jumps of two to three atoms at a time [596]. Such collective jumps can be linked to the existence of unstable
vacancies and have been found in many boundaries. Interstitial atoms can migrate by hopping between interstitial
positions, or can move by indirect jumps involving a collective displacement of several atoms. In such collective
jumps, an interstitial atom kicks out a neighboring regular
atom into an interstitial position in a neighboring struc-
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tural unit and takes its place. The displaced atom, in turn,
can kick out its neighbor and the latter becomes an interstitial atom, etc. Interstitial jumps involving up to four
atoms moving in a concerted manner have been found in
some GBs. Point defects can also induce ring processes,
in which a group of atoms implements a collective displacement in a cyclic manner [595]. Some of such ring
mechanisms can happen spontaneously, without any preexisting defects. Overall, a prototypical diﬀusive event in
GBs is a collective displacement of an atomic chain (string)
in which the head atom ﬁlls a relatively open space (free
volume) while the trailing atom leaves a similar open space
behind [550,601]. There is an intriguing similarity between
diﬀusion mechanisms in GBs and diﬀusion in supercooled
liquids [602] and metallic glasses [603].
KMC simulations at low temperatures lead to the conclusion that there is no unique mechanism of GB diﬀusion:
either vacancies or interstitials can dominate the diﬀusion
ﬂux, depending on the GB structure, the temperature and
even the diﬀusion direction. In spite of the involvement
of multiple diﬀusive events with diﬀerent activation energies, the GB diﬀusion coeﬃcients still follow the Arrhenius
law with reasonable accuracy, suggesting that the diﬀusion
process is controlled by one type of jump or perhaps a
group of jumps with nearby activation energies. The
anisotropy of GB diﬀusion can be very signiﬁcant, especially at low temperatures. In high-angle tilt GBs, diﬀusion
along the tilt axis is not necessarily faster than diﬀusion
normal to it, contrary to the common assumption. At a
given temperature, the diﬀusion coeﬃcients can vary by
several orders of magnitude, depending on the GB structure. Given these huge variations, the frequently used
notion of an “average” GB diﬀusivity in a polycrystalline
material may not be a well-deﬁned physical quantity.
The MD simulations reveal positive deviations of GB
diﬀusion from the Arrhenius law at high temperatures,
where the diﬀusion coeﬃcients rapidly increase and continuously approach the diﬀusivity of the bulk liquid phase
as the temperature approaches T m . At these temperatures,
the diﬀusion coeﬃcients in diﬀerent GBs tend to converge,
or even merge, suggesting a transition to a liquid-like
mechanism of diﬀusion [550,551]. Importantly, such mergers can occur well below the premelting temperature range
when the GB structures are still relatively ordered. This
ﬁnding indicates that the local liquid-like structures
responsible for the diﬀusion process are not static but constantly form and disappear in a manner similar to heterophase ﬂuctuations between the solid and liquid phases
[553,604,605]. A quantitative theory of such ﬂuctuations
and their eﬀect on GB diﬀusion could be the subject of
future research.
The calculated GB diﬀusion coeﬃcients in Cu [337,550]
are in reasonable quantitative agreement with experimental
measurements [606]. A similarly encouraging agreement has
recently been found for dislocation diﬀusion in Al [607,608].
This agreement demonstrates that atomistic simulations
become capable of predicting quantitatively correct short-

circuit diﬀusivities in metals, on top of providing insights
into the underlying diﬀusion mechanisms. The latter information is extremely diﬃcult to obtain experimentally.
9. Interface motion
The development and evolution of materials microstructure is in many cases inﬂuenced by the motion of interfaces,
including GBs and heterophase interfaces. For solid materials, recrystallization, grain growth and certain phase
transformations involve migration of GBs under various
driving forces. In rapid solidiﬁcation, the non-equilibrium
properties of solid–liquid interfaces, namely their mobility
and velocity-dependent partitioning coeﬃcients, are known
to play important roles in governing growth morphologies,
solute partitioning and phase selection. The rates and
microstructural morphologies associated with many solidstate transformations are strongly inﬂuenced by interface
mobilities and the associated non-equilibrium solute partitioning across the interfaces.
In this section we review atomistic methods for studying
interface motion, focusing speciﬁcally on GB migration.
The techniques discussed below share many features in
common with those applied in studies of solid–liquid interface kinetics; the interested reader is referred to very recent
reviews [325,328] of the application of atomistic simulations in this context. To date, much less work has been
done for solid–solid heterophase interfaces, although it is
expected that some of the methods discussed below should
be applicable to such interfaces as well.
The driving forces for GB migration typically originate
from either capillary eﬀects (e.g. during grain growth) or
a diﬀerence between strain energy densities on either side
of the boundary (e.g. during recrystallization). In some
materials, GBs can be moved by an applied magnetic ﬁeld
[609–611] or other physical forces. Much of the current
empirical knowledge about GB migration comes from
experiments on bicrystals, in which individual boundaries
with precisely characterized bicrystallography are moved
by capillary forces [389,612]. Atomistic simulations have
been extensively applied in this ﬁeld, despite the challenges
imposed by the time and length-scale limitations of the MD
method. Although the simulated GB mobilities tend to be
much higher than the experimental ones (see below), reasonable qualitative agreement with experiment has been
demonstrated in a number of cases, and a glimpse of
atomic mechanisms of GB migration is beginning to
emerge [598,601].
A number of simulation schemes have been developed
for GB migration studies, some of which will be brieﬂy discussed below.
9.1. Curvature-driven motion
In this method, the GB is curved and moves by capillary
forces. Although curvature driven GB migration has been
observed in nanocrystalline samples containing several
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grains [377,613], most simulations are performed on
bicrystals with crystallographically controlled GBs. Such
simulations are thus qualitatively similar to the bicrystal
experiments. For example, the half-loop geometry
employed in the experiments [612] has been implemented
in the computer, ﬁrst in 2-D simulations with a Lennard–
Jones potential [614,615] and more recently in 3-D simulations with an EAM Al potential for h1 1 1i tilt GBs [616].
The capillary driving force P is given by P ¼ Cj, where j
is the local mean curvature and C ¼ c þ c00 is the GB
stiﬀness (Section 5). Since the boundary curvatures implemented in simulations are much greater than in experiments, the simulated driving forces are much higher than
those realized in experimental measurements.
It is usually assumed that the local GB velocity v is proportional to the driving force and the GB mobility M,
v ¼ MP ;

ð7Þ

a relation which usually holds in experiments [389,612].
Thus, the measured or computed relation between v and j
yields the so-called reduced mobility M ¼ Mðc þ c00 Þ. The
mobility M itself remains unknown, unless the GB stiﬀness
is determined in separate calculations, which is a diﬃcult
task (Section 5). Also, since the GB is curved and spans a
range of diﬀerent inclinations, the results represent an average mobility over a range of inclination angles. This creates
an uncertainly aﬀecting the studies of relations between the
GB mobility and the bicrystallography.
9.2. Strain-driven motion
In strain-driven simulations [598,617–619], a constant
elastic strain is applied to both grains of a bicrystal containing a plane boundary. The driving force is the diﬀerence between the elastic strain energy densities in the
grains, arising due to elastic anisotropy of the crystal lattice. Thus, the method works best for crystals with a strong
elastic anisotropy. The applied strain (which is usually
biaxial) must be as high as a few percent in order to create
a large enough driving force that would produce signiﬁcant
GB displacements during typical MD runs (1–10 ns). This
method imposes certain restrictions on the bicrystallography, in order to prevent shear stresses parallel to the
boundary plane and avoid symmetries that lead to equal
strain energy densities in the grains. For example, the
method is not applicable to symmetrical tilt GBs. However,
by contrast to the previous method, the GB remains planar
and the inclination angles remain ﬁxed during the
simulation.
Another advantage of the method is that the GB mobility can be extracted directly from the velocity–force relation without involving the GB stiﬀness. However, the
driving forces created in strain-driven simulations tend to
be higher than in the capillary method. While the linear
dynamics (Eq. (7)) are still followed in many cases, some
simulations display strongly nonlinear velocity–force relations [618]. (In such cases, it has been proposed to deter-
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mine the mobility by extrapolation to the small-velocity
limit: M ¼ ðdv=dP Þv!0 [618].) It should be pointed out that
under the extremely high driving forces and fast GB speeds
ð> 1 m s1 Þ implemented in such simulations, the GB can
be taken quite far away from equilibrium, which might
be one of the causes of the nonlinear eﬀects.
9.3. Artiﬁcial driving force
A driving force can be created by artiﬁcially altering the
potential energy of the atoms, depending on the local lattice orientation [620]. This artiﬁcial potential can be set
up to give one grain an energetic preference over the other,
creating an energy density diﬀerence across the boundary
that drives its motion. This driving force, which can be
thought of as similar to the magnetic force [621], is easier
to control in simulations than the elastic strain energy. This
method oﬀers the advantage that it should work for both
plane and curved boundaries and does not require that
the material be elastically anisotropic or that the boundary
be asymmetrical. In addition, artiﬁcially driven simulations
can be implemented in smaller systems and aﬀord shorter
MD times [620]. The method has been applied to study
the mobility of twist and mixed boundaries in Al over a
wide angular range of crystallographic orientations [620].
It has also been applied to symmetrical and asymmetrical
R5 tilt boundaries in Ni [621].
This method has one caveat, however: it relies upon the
assumption that the GB mobility does not depend on the
nature of the driving force, which remains an open question. Nevertheless, the recent comparison of artiﬁcial and
elastically driven simulations of the same Ni GBs gave
close values of the mobility in the limit of small forces
[621].
9.4. Random walk method
Trautt et al. [622] proposed a method in which M is
extracted from MD simulations of a random walk of a planar GB subject to fully periodic boundary conditions. The
walk is induced by thermal ﬂuctuations and is expected to
follow the kinetic laws of 1-D diﬀusion. The GB mobility
can be determined from the “diﬀusion coeﬃcient” of the
GB treated as a particle implementing a 1-D random walk.
Since no driving force is applied to the boundary, the
results represent the true zero-force limit of the GB mobility. Simulations have been performed for several metals
(Al, Cu, Ni, Ag, Pb and Au) modeled with EAM and Lennard–Jones potentials [622]. Where comparison could be
made, the mobilities determined by this method were in
agreement with values obtained by the capillary-force
method (although a comparison of planar and curved
boundaries should be taken with a grain of salt) but exceed
the mobilities predicted by strain-driven simulations. The
latter appears to suggest that GB mobility may depend
on the nature of the driving force. The authors indicate
that their method can be properly modiﬁed to account
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for the presence of impurities and can be applied for studying the solute-drag eﬀect on the atomic scale [622].
9.5. Capillary wave method
This approach [259] is based on the analysis of spontaneous shape ﬂuctuations of an initially plane GB that
becomes rough at high temperatures (Section 5). The GB
stiﬀness is extracted from spectral analysis of shape ﬂuctuation amplitudes of the boundary in the long-wave limit.
At the same time, by examining the decay of the correlation
function of the ﬂuctuations, the decay exponent can be
extracted and combined with the stiﬀness to compute the
GB mobility M. Thus, the stiﬀness and mobility are determined separately for exactly the same boundary. As in the
random-walk method, the mobility obtained represents the
zero-force limit.
This appears to be the only simulation method at present that gives access to the GB stiﬀness c þ c00 . Calculations
of c at ﬁnite temperatures involve thermodynamic integration schemes (Section 5) and present a challenging task.
Direct calculations of c00 (i.e. from c as a function of inclination angle) would be even more challenging and have
probably never been done. Knowledge of c00 is important
for the understanding of many simulation results and for
interpretation of experiments [623].
The method is computationally intensive and works at
relatively high temperatures when the GB is rough. At low
temperatures (below the roughening transition), the boundary is atomically ﬂat and analyzing its capillary waves is
impossible. Moreover, some high-symmetry boundaries
that produce cusps on the inclination-angle dependence of
their energy tend to remain atomically ﬂat until rather high
temperatures, putting them eﬀectively beyond the reach of
this method. Simulations of the asymmetrical R7h1 1 1i tilt
GB in Ni [259] indicate that the contribution of the c00 term
to the GB stiﬀness is signiﬁcant and strongly anisotropic (i.e.
it depends on the orientation of the rotation axis; see Fig. 4).
The obtained GB mobilities have the same order of magnitude as predicted by other methods.

boundary moves into the dislocated grain (Fig. 12), closely
reproducing GB motion during a recrystallization process.
The elimination of the lattice dislocations as the boundary
consumes the deformed grain reduces the stored energy
and provides the driving force for this process.
The initial study [624] employed a Lennard–Jones
potential and only one type of dislocation. The approach
was later extended to Cu and Al simulations with EAMtype potentials and to diﬀerent types of moving GBs (tilt
or twist) and dislocations (edge or screw) arranged in
arrays with diﬀerent densities and misorientation angles
[624,625]. The GB was found to move by small increments
corresponding to individual dislocation absorption events.
For edge dislocations parallel to the GB, two types of
absorption events were found:
 At low dislocation densities, the boundary cusps out
towards the nearest dislocation and quickly absorbs it,
followed by a relatively slow curvature-driven motion
of the rest of the boundary that eventually eliminates
the cusp.
 At high dislocation densities, the dislocation advances
towards the GB and gets absorbed.
The actual GB motion is often a mixture of the two
mechanisms. For screw dislocations, the absorption process is nearly continuous and the GB remains fairly ﬂat,
making the GB motion less irregular.
This important work demonstrates the feasibility of
direct MD simulations of strain-induced GB motion into
a deformed grain. Further applications of this approach
could give insights into recrystallization mechanisms and
dynamics. Interestingly, the migration velocity was found
to be proportional to the estimated driving force P in some
cases but to P 2 in other cases [625], a nonlinear eﬀect that
calls for an explanation. The authors [624,625] point to
variations in the dislocation structures and density as an
important factor in recrystallization dynamics. The GB
mobilities obtained by this method are lower than in all
other MD simulations but still higher than in experiments.

9.6. GB motion during recrystallization

9.7. Summary of results

Although simulations of curvature-driven GBs are interesting in connection with grain growth, they hardly represent GB motion during recrystallization. The straindriven and artiﬁcial-force simulations are more relevant,
but the excess energy of the receding grain is distributed
uniformly over its lattice, and the boundary interactions
with lattice dislocations are not considered. It is only
recently that MD simulations have been extended to GB
motion driven directly by a dislocation density diﬀerence,
in which the boundary encounters lattice dislocations distributed in the receding grain, Ref. [624,625]. To achieve
this, dislocation arrays (low-angle boundaries) are inserted
in one grain of a bicrystal, whereas the other grain remains
dislocation-free. As expected, upon heating the high-angle

The simulations performed so far conﬁrm that GB
mobility depends on the GB crystallography, the temperature and the impurity content in the material. The computed mobilities and their activation energies examined as
functions of crystallographic angles exhibit maxima or
minima at or near special low-R misorientations [598,
614–620], in agreement with bicrystal experiments. It
should be noted that the temperature dependence of GB
mobility can be highly nontrivial. For example, recent
MD simulations of [0 0 1] tilt GBs in Ni [621] reveal a signiﬁcant increase of M above the roughening transition temperature. The transition temperatures and M values were
found to be very diﬀerent for symmetrical and asymmetrical boundaries. Furthermore, even the character of the GB
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Fig. 12. MD simulation of GB motion driven by dislocation walls, mimicking GB migration during a recrystallization process [624]. (a) Top view of the
simulation cell with atoms colored by potential energy. The two GBs are connected by two walls of edge dislocations. (b) The peaks of potential energy
mark the GB positions and are used for their tracking. The GB displacement and driving force as functions of the simulation time. The GB velocity is
obtained form the linear ﬁt (shown) when the driving force becomes nearly constant.

motion changes from incremental below the roughening
transition to continuous above it.
When GBs are moved by applied driving forces, such
forces and the corresponding GB velocities greatly exceed
the experimental values, a factor which should be taken
into account when comparing simulations with experiments. The GB mobilities extracted from the simulations,
no matter which method was applied, are consistently
higher than experimental mobilities. Furthermore, the activation energies of GB migration always underestimate the
experimental values, sometimes by as much as an order of
magnitude.
The latter discrepancy is commonly attributed to the
eﬀect of impurities [626]. Even if the bulk impurity concentration is very small, its GB concentration can be high due
to GB segregation. This explains the experimental fact that
even extremely small amounts of certain impurities can produce very strong impacts on GB mobility [612]. Whereas all
experiments are inevitably inﬂuenced by the impurity drag
eﬀect to one degree or another, the atomistic simulations
are free from impurities. Optimistically speaking, this
means that the simulations oﬀer a unique opportunity to
probe the intrinsic (impurity-free) mobility of GBs, which
is important both from the fundamental point of view and
as a reference point for a proper evaluation of the solute
eﬀect. However, the next step should be to include the solute
drag eﬀect into atomistic simulations.

The status and existing challenges in the solute drag area
have been recently reviewed by Mendelev and Srolovitz
[626]. Regular MD simulations remain impractical because
of the time-scale limitation of the method. The solute drag
involves diﬀusion of impurity atoms across the GB region
and through the lattice, processes which are too slow to
simulate on todays computers. Alternate approaches have
been developed, such as Ising-type models implemented
by KMC simulations. Although such simulations overcome the time-scale problem and advance the system along
the migration path fast enough to capture some basic features, they rely on strong assumptions regarding the
boundary structure and migration mechanisms. Nevertheless, such methods already oﬀer a means of comparing simulation results with experiments, and for a critical
evaluation of existing analytical models of the solute-drag
eﬀect.
10. Outlook
Atomistic simulations is a ﬂourishing area of materials
research, full of success stories, breakthroughs and
unsolved problems. Some of the existing challenges and
promising directions have been outlined in the relevant sections of this paper. We would like to conclude the paper by
discussing a few more challenges and emerging directions
of future research.
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The coming years may see new developments in the area
of interatomic potentials. Continuous progress in this ﬁeld
is critical for expanding the atomistic simulations to new
classes of materials and for improving their predictive
capabilities. Potentials are quickly becoming a means of
parameterization of ﬁrst-principles databases, a transformation that happened to the cluster-expansion methods
over a decade ago (Section 2.2).
It is important to continue the pursuit of new potential
forms, including further extensions of EAM- and FS-type
formalisms to systems with partially covalent bonding,
charge transfer and magnetic energy. For example, encouraging progress has been reached in the development and
application of bond-order potentials. In recent years,
numerical BOPs have been successfully applied by Vitek
and co-workers to study dislocations and GBs in transition
metals and compounds [627]. Despite substantial advantages over EAM and FS potentials for transition metals, the
numerical complexity prevents BOPs from application to
large-scale MD simulations. The recently proposed analytical BOPs [162,628,629] rely on analytical representations
of energy and forces and might become suitable for largescale simulations. They generalize the second-moment
approximation of electronic density of states underlying
the FS formalism by including higher-order moments up
to the sixth, and have been demonstrated to correctly
reproduce structural trends and magnetic properties of
transition metals. Some of the ideas developed in this and
other areas, such as molecular simulations of chemical
reactions, polymers and biological molecules, might be
adaptable, or at least may serve as an inspiration, for
new potential forms for metallic systems.
The development of more eﬃcient potential ﬁtting and
testing procedures based on more rigorous statistical methods and new numerical algorithms can drastically improve
the reliability of future potentials, eventually transforming
the potential generation industry from art to science. There
are outstanding issues even in the area of traditional EAMtype potentials. For example, a regular procedure should
be developed for ﬁtting ternary and higher-order systems
(see the discussion at the end of Section 3.3).
The improved quality of potentials opens possibilities
for more accurate thermodynamic calculations for solid
and liquid phases using hybrid approaches combining classical MD and MC simulations with ﬁrst-principles total
energy calculations. One of the recently proposed
approaches [630,631] permits free energy calculations on
a DFT level of accuracy within a thermodynamic perturbation theory framework. The method starts out with free
energies computed by thermodynamic integration using a
classical interatomic potential, and then “corrects” them
using ﬁrst-principles calculations for only some of the reference conﬁgurations. If the reference conﬁgurations have
been generated with an accurate potential, only a modest
number of ﬁrst-principles calculations is needed for convergence. The method has been demonstrated to work for concentrated solid and liquid alloys in binary systems [630].

This and similar approaches could eventually raise the
accuracy of thermodynamic calculations to the DFT level
(Section 2.2), and could be used for more accurate computations of phase diagrams, particularly in combination with
the CALPHAD method. They could also provide reliable
input data for phase-ﬁeld simulations of microstructure
evolution in alloys.
An excellent example of the impact that atomistic methods can produce on microstructure evolution modeling is
given by the recent on-lattice KMC modeling studies of
concentrated multicomponent systems, which was applied
to investigate early stages of c0-phase precipitation in Ni–
Al–Cr alloys [632,633]. The model parameters, such as
the pair-interaction and vacancy binding energies, vacancy
jump barriers and attempt frequencies, were ﬁt to a mix of
ﬁrst-principles and experimental data to achieve good
agreement with known thermodynamic and kinetic properties of this system. The simulations have demonstrated a
striking agreement with experimental 3-D atom-probe
observations of precipitation kinetics, phase morphology
and composition proﬁles across c=c0 interfaces, providing
signiﬁcant new insights into the origin of certain morphological features and into the role of diﬀusion kinetic factors
[633]. The validity of this lattice model is justiﬁed by the
small lattice misﬁt in this particular system. However,
future extensions of this approach to more general cases
of diﬀusion-controlled microstructure evolution would
require the incorporation of elastic strain eﬀects and other
factors. Wang et al. [634] proposed accounting for longrange elastic eﬀects by integrating a ﬁrst-principles CE with
KMC simulations, and applied this scheme in the context
of morphological evolution of Guinier–Preston zones in
Al–Cu solutions [634]. In an alternative approach proposed
recently by Rudd et al. [9], KMC simulations are combined
with on-the-ﬂy solution of the elasticity problem using the
Lanczos recursion algorithm.
In the area of solid–solid interfaces, atomistic simulations have been actively applied to study the interface
structure and equilibrium thermodynamic properties (Section 5.4) but not the kinetics of interface motion. For
example, the motion of semicoherent and incoherent heterophase interfaces during diﬀusionless (martensitic) transformations can be readily accessible by regular MD
simulations, yet such studies remain scarce [635,636]. Systematic atomistic investigations of the kinetics of interface
migration during martensitic transformations, e.g. in a
manner similar to the studies of GB migration (Section 9),
could provide very useful input to mesoscopic phase-transformation models. The key ingredients for such studies are
interatomic potentials predicting the correct structural
transformations in the systems of interest. A recent example is given by the Zr potential reproducing the experimentally known hcp–bcc transformation [637].
Finally, as discussed in Section 9, an important task for
the future is to create computational capabilities for direct
MD simulations of the solute drag eﬀect on interface
motion. The initial step could involve a fast-diﬀusing inter-
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stitial impurity, such as H or C, provided that a reasonably
accurate potential for the relevant binary system will be
developed.
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